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A software system, NETPLAN (NETwork PLANner), for supporting 
telecommunications network planning has been developed. It is implemented using 
Prolog with a graphical interface based on X-window and Motif. The man-
machine interface is very user-friendly, all the available functions are invoked and 
network configuration information are entered and viewed by using the mouse and 
a few key strokes. The three basic activities of network planning: routing design, 
one-way and both-way junction circuit design and signalling network design for 
circuit-switched networks are Mly supported in NETPLAN. The dimensioning 
of the junction circuits is optimized by considering non-coincidental busy hour 
traffic characteristics of the various routes using the 24-hour traffic profile. The 
object-oriented approach adopted by NETPLAN eliminates the need for defining 
traffic and routing matrices as required by conventional approaches. As all the 
network characteristics and information are encapsulated in objects and the system 
is modular in design, it can easily be enhanced to support new design approaches 
and new types of equipment that may be introduced in the future. The usefulness 
of the system is illustrated by its application to the planning of a network with 10 
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A telecommunications network is a complex aggregate of switches and a 
transmission medium, which together provide a multiplicity of channels over which 
voice, data, video and associated control signals can be transmitted and received. 
With the existing digital Stored Program Control (SPC) switching systems and 
optical fibre transmission networks, a variety of services such as video 
conferencing and all the advanced services provided by the Integrated Services 
Digital Network (ISDN) can be supported. The types and number of value-added 
services are expected to increase dramatically with the introduction of Intelligent 
Networks (IN). The telecommunications network is bound to become increasingly 
sophisticated and complex. The planning and design of an optimal network will 
also become more and more difficult even for an experienced network designer. 
Consequently, more sophisticated computed-aided planning systems are needed to 
design reliable and efficient telecommunications networks. The following reviews 
some of the planning systems that reported in the recent few years. 
DESIGNER [1], by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Coiporation (NTT), is a 
planning system for circuit-switched and packet-switched networks. It is a user-
friendly and multipurpose planning support system. It consists of three main 
parts. The first part lets users easily select any functions, interactively set 
conditions and requirements, and analyses output data on a graphical display. The 
second part includes the set of various network planning tools such as network 
construction, trunk dimensioning, etc. The third part is a tool-interface to link up 
the first and second parts. Data items used in DESIGNER are classified into 
several data sets. Additional items can easily be obtained by defining more data 
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sets and data types. As a result, this allows the system to be expanded easily. 
ROUGET [2], by France Telecom, is a circuit routing and multiplexing computer 
tool for the planning of a long distance telecommunication network. ROUGET 
allows the network planner to test easily and quickly different routings and 
multiplexing strategies for a given target network structure and to choose the best 
solution in relation to the amount of investment and quality sought. All the 
network data and policies are entered through an interactive graphical interface, 
and then stored in the data base. It is a flexible and interactive network planning 
tool which permits efficient measurement of the impact of input data and 
parameters variations. 
TEPSY [3], by Alcatel, is an integrated telecommunication planning system. It 
is a global planning system that helps network planner in the integrated planning 
and analysis of the services, the network, the technologies and the investments. 
TEPSY consists of three main blocks. The first block is a structured planning 
process that includes the Ml planning cycle: analysis of initial context, multi-
services demand forecasting, traffic demand forecasting, network alternatives 
planning and network evolution planning. The second block is a structured 
telecommunication database for providing the general facilities of a relational 
database plus generating add-on facilities of data cross-relations, inter and 
extrapolations specific to the planning task. The third block is a set of supporting 
tools for planning and design activities such as dimensioning, performance 
evaluation and costing. 
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There is an increasing trend in implementing network planning support system by 
using artificial intelligence techniques. NTT has developed a series of network 
planning support expert systems: STRATEGIST, PRINCESS and PLANNER [4]， 
which enable private networks to be designed efficiently according to user 
requirements in an intelligent way. They are equipped with heuristic design 
methods and can estimated any missing data based on the existing design data to 
derive the network solution. NEC has also built a similar corporate network 
planning system by using both algorithmic and knowledge-based approaches [5]. 
The man-machine interfaces in traditional network planning systems are limited to 
keyboards and data files. For a less experienced network designer, input errors 
and mis-interpretation of the data files often happen. From the above discussed 
planning systems, a good network planning tool must not only equip efficient 
network design algorithms, but also provide a good user interface. NETPLAN 
(NETwork PLANner) incorporates a user-friendly graphical interface that reduces 
human mistakes by providing useful visual feedback. 
One 0f the main objectives of designing NETPLAN is to provide an environment 
where new types of equipment and new network design approaches can be easily 
incoiporated. This is achieved by modular design and the adoption of the 
object-oriented approach. Another major difference between NETPLAN and other 
existing planning systems is that NETPLAN supports all three major parts of the 
network planning process: routing design, junction circuit design and signalling 
network design. Another unique feature of NETPLAN is that it is designed based 
on the Ml 24-hour traffic profile information. Hence, it can optimize the network 
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implementation cost by taking consideration of the non-coincidental route busy 
hour traffic characteristics [6]. 
The following summarized the layout of this thesis. The three major parts of the 
network planning process are discussed in Chapter 2. System architecture of 
NETPLAN is illustrated in Chapter 3. Following the network creation and the 
details of the network design of NETPLAN in Chapter 4 and 5 respectively. The 
program description is in Chapter 6. A design example to the planning of a 
network with 10 switching nodes and 20 inter-connected links is illustrated in 
Chapter 7. Final conclusions is in Chapter 8. 
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2. NETWORK PLANNING 
A telecommunications network consists a number of nodes and inter-connected 
links, which together provide a communication channels in which voice, data, 
video and associated control signals can be transmitted and received among the 
users. With the existing digital Stored Program Control (SPC) switching systems 
and optical fibre transmission media, a different varieties of services can be 
supported. Since the telecommunications network is bound to become increasingly 
sophisticated and complex, the planning and design of an optimal network will also 
become more and more difficult. Consequently, more sophisticated 
computed-aided planning systems are needed to design reliable and efficient 
telecommunications networks. 
Network planning is a process to dimension an optimal network in order to meet 
the desired traffic loading at minimal cost. The three major parts involved in the 
network planning process are:-
. Routing Planning 
. Junction Circuit Planning 
• Signalling Network Planning 
fi伪icbs，there are some other parts involved in the network planning such as 
numbering, charging, etc. Details can be referred to General Network Planning 
[3]. 
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2.1 Routing Planning 
In a telecommunications network, it is often not practical to fully mesh the nodes 
with each other, therefore, a routing strategy is required within the network. A 
principal criterion is to route the traffic as economically as possible. 
Given the network topology, routing paths can be determined taking into the 
consideration factors such as security, reliability, load sharing and cost. Once the 
routing path is determined, end-to-end traffic can be converted to route-to-route 
traffic. 
There are a number of ways to route the traffic in which more than one routing 
path is existed between the source and destination. Two major approaches: 
alternative routing and load sharing routing are discussed. 
2.1.1 Alternative Routing 
In Figure 2.1, node A and node B are the source and destination respectively, and 
there exists two paths: A-B (high usage route) and A-B-C (overflow route) for 
routing the traffic from A to B. The call traffic is firstly attempted to route via 
the high usage route. If the high usage route is congested (i.e. no idle circuit 
available), the call traffic is connected via the overflow route. Usually，the high 
usage route is designed to carry a portion (say 70%) of the call traffic, with the 
overflow traffic being diverted to the overflow route. 
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Z Traffic route to C \ 
if all circuits in high 
‘ usage route are engaged \ 
( A P ~ ^ 
^ ^ High Usage Route ^ • 
Figure 2.1 A l t e rna t i ve Rou t ing 
2.1.2 Load Sharing Routing 
Similarly, in Figure 2.2, there exists 2 routing paths: A-B (best path) and A-B-C 
(second best path) for routing the traffic from source A to destination B. The call 
traffic is alternatively routed via the two paths. In other words, call traffic are 
equally shared in these two paths. 
- A 
Second Best Route / \ 
. 、 
X Traffic is alternatively \ 
f routed via these 2 paths \ 
^ — — ^ 
Best Route W 
Figure 2.2 Load Sharing Rout ing 
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2.2 Junction Network Planning 
In a circuit-switched network, network planner is required to determine the 
junction circuit requirement in each inter-connected link for the call traffic at a 
particular level of service. The traffic intensity is measured in erlangs (E), which 
are named after the pioneer of teletraffic theory, A. K. Erlang [8]. A circuit is 
ftiUy occupied for an hour (or the study period), it is said to have a traffic 
intensity of 1 erlang. A group of 20 links，each occupied for 30 minutes during 
an hour has an intensity of 10 erlangs. 
2.2.1 Traffic Engineering 
Traffic engineering normally considers the following three major elements: the 
grade of service (or loss probability) criteria, the amount of traffic under 
measurement (or offered load), and the number of service circuits. The teletraffic 
formulas [9，10] relate the offered traffic and the number of service circuits at a 
particular loss probability，and it can be classified into two main categories: loss 
system and delay system. 
In the loss system (or blocked calls lost system), if a call arises when aU the 
service circuits are busy, the call is immediately cleared. The lost system can be 
model by the following Erlang B Formula:-
B(N，A) = 
N A i 
i=o i\ 
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where 
B(N，A) = blocking probability 
N = number of service circuits 
A = offered load 
In a queuing system (or blocked calls wait system), if a call arises when all 
service circuits are busy, the call will wait until a service circuit becomes free. 
The queuing system with infinite queue length can be model by the following 
Erlang C Formula:-
D(N，A) = ^ 
eAI - A 化 
i=o a N i=o /! 
where 
D(N，A) = delay probability 
N = number of service circuits 
A = offered load 
2.2.2 One-way and Both-way Circuit Requirement 
Once the route-to-route traffic is determined in Chapter 2.1, link traffic can be 
easily obtained. The total one-way traffic loading on each inter-connected link can 
be found by summing all the link traffic in the same direction, whereas the total 
both-way traffic loading is by summing all the link traffic in both directions (i.e. 
summing the two link traffic in opposite directions). After that, the one-way and 
both-way junction circuit requirement can be evaluated according to the appropriate 
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traffic formula. 
2.3 Signalling Network Planning 
In a telecommunications network, there requires the interchange of information 
between different functional parts of the telecommunications systems. Information 
such as address and status of the calling and called parties is required to 
interchange in the switching network. The signalling technique in the 
telecommunications network can be divided into two basic kinds:-
1) Channel Associated Signalling 
2) Common Channel Signalling 
2.3.1 Channel Associated Signalling (CAS) 
In channel associated signalling, the transfer of signalling information is via the 
same voice/data channel. A typical case is in PCM 24 (1.544 Mbps) T1 link 
[11]，bit 8 of each channel time slot in frame 6 and frame 12 is used to carry 
signalling information associated with that channel. Thus the signalling capacity 
per channel is 1.333 kbps. Due to its slow signalling speed and causing quality 
degrade in the channel, this signalling technique is obsolete between interoffice 
(switching node to switching node) in the existing digital switching systems. 
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2.3.2 Common Channel Signalling (CCS) 
In common channel signalling, the transfer of signalling information is not 
associated with the channel. Instead, a bi-directional signalling link is established 
for the transfer of signalling messages between switching nodes. In fact, CCS can 
provide faster and greater signalling information transfer capacity and better 
routing. A most popular CCS system in circuit-switched network is CCITT No. 
7 (C7) [12]. 
The C7 common signalling network consists of a number of switching and 
processing nodes interconnected by Signalling Links (SL). The nodes of the 
signalling network are referred to as Signalling Points (SP). The SLs are used to 
convey signalling messages (in packets) between the SPs. There are two kinds of 
signalling links: 
. 1 ) Associated Mode Signalling Link (A Link) 
The signalling messages are transferred between the two switching centers 
over a direct inter-connected signalling link as in Figure 2.3. 
Signal l ing Urik 
Ghanne l Circui t 
Figure 2.3 A s s o c i a t e d Mode 
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2) Quasi-Associated Mode Signalling Link (Q Link) 
The signalling message are transferred between the two switching centers 
over two or more signalling links through the Signalling Transfer Points 
(STP) as in Figure 2.4. STPs are neither the message origin or 
destination. 
STP / \ , \ 
/ Signal l ing L i n k � � 
Z \ 
^ ^ 
^ Ghar ine l Circui t v L y 
Figure 2 .4 Ouasi二/ \ss〇ciated Mode 
Since the signalling links are responsible for the signalling message transfer in all 
the junction circuits between the switching offices, a high degree of system 
security and reliability is required. Very often, duplication of signalling links is 
employed. The signalling link requirement in the C7 network is very much 
depended on the node and link traffic. 
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3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The overaU system architecture of NETPLAN is shown in Figure 3.1. The whole 
support system is written in Quintus Prolog [13]. It is composed of three main 
• parts: user interface, control and design. The user interface handles data entry 
and both textual and graphical data display. It also manages the creation and 
deletion of windows as well as mouse inputs. The control portion coordinates and 
controls the flow of execution of the program. The design portion manages the 
network objects and the design algorithms associated with them. 
X Terminal • X Window Routing Routing 
" Input/Output : — — C Design Objects 
Interface 
0 
N ~ ~ 
Junction Junction 
T Circuit Network 
Design Objects 
R 
Data File 。 
Input/Output I Signalling Signalling 
Data Files interface Network Network 
— _ I Design Objects 
Figure 3.1 System Configuration 
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3.1 User Interface 
Using the in-built X-window interface in Quintus Prolog, a user-friendly 
man-machine interface based on the Motif is built, which composed of the 
following three windows:-
1) Menu Window 
The Menu Window composes a number of push buttons and pop-up menus 
for selecting the functions of editing the network characteristics as well as 
enquiring the results of the network. 
2) Draw Window 
The Draw Window allows users to build or edit the network topology and 
input the network parameters including equipment cost, link cost, end-to-
end traffic, grade of service standard, etc. 
3) Output Window 
The Output Window displays all the enquiry results including the graphical 
representation of the traffic profile. 
The user interface is so user-friendly that all the available functions are invoked 
and network configuration information are entered and viewed through this 
graphical interface by using the mouse and a few key strokes [14，15]. In 
addition，all the network characteristics and calculation results are saved in the text 
file for reference. 
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3.2 Control 
Control is the heart of NETPLAN. It responds to the user's command and 
centralizes all the flow and execution of the program. It also keeps in touch with 
users by displaying the status and the process that are now being performed in the 
system. 
3.3 Design 
In the design part, it can now support all the three major functional activities in 
network planning: routing design, junction circuit design and signalling network 
design. Since all the network information are encapsulated in objects and the 
system is modular in design, it can easily be enhanced to support new design 
approaches and new types of equipment that may be introduced in the future. 
« 
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4. NETWORK CREATION 
The Draw Window allows users to enter/edit the network topology and 
input/amend all the network parameters including equipment cost, link cost, 
end-to-end traffic, grade of service standard, etc. The network topology is 
composed of two kinds of object: node and link, which can be displayed in this 
window* They are created entirely by "point-and-click" using the mouse device. 
When the user draws a node or link, an instance of the "drawn figure" object is 
created with details as shown in upper part of Figure 4.1. Upon the completion 
of building the network through the graphical environment, user can save it in a 
text file (with file extension ".net") for future verification by pressing the "SAVE" 
button. Figure 4.2 shows a typical network of nodes (circles) and links (lines 
joining the circles). The system also prompts the user for the appropriate network 
characteristics via the Output Window. 
drawn 一 f igure/6 prof i le /3 
\ 
node link Tra f f i c Profi le 
Z H / l \ 
Posit ion HWCost C7Cost QLCost Node Name J C o s t Posit ion * Pair of Nodes 
g 。 〔 n e t w ^ k / l e /3 hwcos t /2 c7na twork /3 ne two rk t ra f f i c / 4 
Network Conf igurat ion Information 
Figure 4.1 Knowledge Rep resen ta t i on for N e t w o r k 
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< x > 
Figure 4.2 Network 
4.1 Network Compilation 
Upon completing data entry in the Draw Window, the graphical representation is 
compiled automatically into Prolog terms and clauses that will be used for 
analysis. In addition, these terms and causes will be saved in a text file for future 
reference. The types of clauses that used to represent the network configuration 
are as follows :-
gos(Standard) 
-N e two r k Grade of Service Standard 
network(List) 
-Swi tch ing Nodes in the Network 
- L i s t : Nodes in list form 
e(Nodel，Node2，JCost) 
- A set of Links 
- J C o s t : Single junction cost between Nodel and Node2 
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- A set of Switching Hardware Cost 
- H W C o s t : Single switching hardware equipment cost in the Node 
c7network(Node, C7Cost，QLCost) 
- A set of C7 Network Hardware Cost 
- CTCo s t : Single C7 equipment cost in Node 
- Q L C o s t : Single Q Link cost between Node and STP 
networktraffic(Nodel，Node2，Trafficl ,Traffic2) 
- A set of End-to-end Traffic 
- T r a f f i c l : End-to-end 24-hour traffic profile from Nodel to Node2 
-T r a f f i c 2 : End-to-end 24-hour traffic profile from Node2 to Nodel 
The compilation of the "gos/l" term is simple (i.e. directly retrieve the input 
value of grade of service standard) but that of the other terms are more 
complicated. The generation of "network/1" is done by collecting all the node 
names into a list, "e/3" is obtained by extracting the pair of nodes and the 
junction cost properties in the link object, and then backtrack for other link 
objects. Similarly, "hwcost/2" and "c7network/3" are generated from the relevant 
properties in the node objects. The generation of "networktraffic/4" is the most 
complicated. It involves first selecting a pair of nodes, say Nodel and Node2, 
in the node list in "network/1", then searches within the "profile/3" to get the 
corresponding end-to-end traffic between Nodel and Node2. If the two end-to-end 
traffic from Nodel to Node2 and Node2 to Nodel are absent, "networktraffic/4" 
will not be generated as there is no traffic flow between these two nodes. If only 
one end-to-end traffic exists, the other will be substituted by the null traffic profile 
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of all "0". Hence, user is only required to declare non-zero end-to-end traffic in 
the system. By double recurring [16] with the node list, all nodes pair are 
processed and the complete set of "networktraffic/4" terms are obtained without 
any duplication. All the compilation details can be referred to the cause 
"saveconfig/1" in the "mgraph" module in Appendix 2. 
Any addition or deletion of nodes and links will cause instances of the 
"drawn figure" and "profile" objects to be created or destroyed. Updated network 
information can always be obtained by examining the object instances that exist 
at that time. Hence, what the user sees graphically on the Draw Window relating 
to the network topology is the network that will be analyzed. 
4.2 Traffic Characteristics 
A special feature of NETPLAN is that the network is designed based on the full 
24-hour traffic information. The user may choose to enter the particular projected 
traffic for each hour of a typical 24-hour period for each individual link. 
Alternatively, the built-in traffic profile patterns may be used. There are six 
traffic profile patterns: residential, business, 2-point linear, 4-point linear, rising 
step and falling step. They can be scaled and edited. Additional profile patterns 
can also be specified to match the traffic characteristics of different regions. 
The following two pages discuss how to scale and edit the six built-in profile 
patterns:-
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1) Residential Profile d m + 丨 n r, 
Resident ia l Prof i le 
j f ^ ^ Traffic in Erlang Maximum traffic is at hour 
17. User can scale the 广\ 
profile by inputting the traffic / V \ 
at busy hour. / n, 
- ‘ ~ ~ 
1 3 6 7 9 11 13 16 17 19 21 23 
Hour 
2) Business Profile ^ 
Business Prof i le 
Maximum traffic is at hour 倾ic m E—g 
12 and 17. Scaling is similar 
to residential profile. / \ / \ 
J 、 
^ 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
Hour 
3) 2-Point Linear Profile � 
2 - P o i n t Linear Prof i le . 
User specifies the traffic in 
hour 1 and 24 for creating a 
linear profile. 
"I I I I I I 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
Hour 
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4) 4-Point Linear Profile “ + 丨 …丨 
4 - P o i n t Linear Prof i le 
t t . ~ , Traffic in Eriang 
User specifies the traffic in 
hour 1，X，Y and 24 for 
creating a 3-segment linear \ 
profile. \ ^^^^^^^^^ 
•J—I~I—I—J~~I 1I—I—I—I~II1l—j~I«II__I__U-l_I__L. 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
Hour 
5) Rising Step Profile 口 “ � 
Rising Step Prof i le 
T T - r - , Traffic in Eriang 
User specifies the hour X 
and traffic loading for getting 
a rising step profile. 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
Hour 
6) Falling Step Profile 
Rising Step Prof i le 
User specifies the hour X 广 
and traffic loading for getting 
a falling step profile. 
^ ' ' ' ' • . I I I I 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 21 23 
Hour 
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The adoption of 24-hour profile is used to represent the time varying nature of the 
traffic. Consider two non-coincidental traffic bursts (one in hour X and one in 
hour Y) with same traffic intensity Z，as shown in Figure 4.3，pass through the 
same link, the maximum traffic loading in the link is still Z after the profile 
summation. But it will be 2Z in a conventional planning system without this 
special feature. Hence, the circuit requirement of a link can be optimized by 
considering the non-coincidental busy hour traffic characteristics. 
门 Z 
Hour X 门 Z Z 
- | Z Hour X Hour Y 
Hour Y 
Figure 4 .3 Non-co inc iden t ia l Busy Hour T ra f f i c Cha rac te r i s t i c s 
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5. NETWORK DESIGN 
Once the network information has been entered, the support system firstly checks 
the network connectivity by finding the paths from a selected node to the rest of 
the nodes. If an isolated node (i.e. node with no connection to other nodes) is 
found，that particular node will be highlighted and the user is prompted to edit the 
network configuration. After that, the system will proceed with the actual 
calculation of network requirement according to the following three design 
algorithms. 
5.1 Routing Design 
The routing strategy now supported in NETPLAN is Load Sharing Routing. The 
support system allows users to specify the number of paths (say, N) for routing 
end-to-end traffic between any pair of nodes. The system will find the N best 
routing paths using branch-and-bound search [17] (i.e. an optimal search) with the 
weight equal to the total cumulative cost (i.e. switching hardware cost plus 
junction cost). In this way, end-to-end traffic is decomposed into N individual 
route traffic. 
In case the maximum number of routing paths between any pair of nodes is 
smaller than N, the system will use all possible routing paths to route the end-to-
end traffic. This means that routing security is at its maximum. 
For example, if there exists 3 routing paths for routing the end-to-end traffic 
between Nodel and Node2, and there exists the following "networktraffic/4" 
term:-
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networktraffic(Nodel ,Node2,3X,3Y) 







The path with lesser number of hops is considered better. For instance, in Figure 
5.1，although the weights of the two paths nl-n4-n9 and nl-n2-n5-n9 are the same, 
the former is considered to be the better since this path is more reliable with less 
number of hops. 
50 
150 100 
( i ) ® 
150 
@ 
Figure 5.1 Path Selection Based on Minimum 
Weight and Number of Hop . 
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5.2 Junction Circuit Design 
Junction circuit design involves estimating the number of circuits required in each 
link of the network. NETPLAN treats the network as a loss system, hence, 
Erlang B Formula is used for the calculation of circuit requirement. The Prolog 
implementation of Erlang B Formula can be referred to Appendix 1. 
Link-to-link traffic can be determined by decomposing the route-to-route traffic 
obtained earlier. For instance, if a route exists between nodes A and C through 
B，then we can decompose this route traffic into link traffic between nodes A and 
B and that between nodes B and C as follows:-
Route Traffic : route(A,C,[A,B,C],Cost,Traffic) 
Decomposed Link Traffic : traffic(A,B,Traffic) 
traffic(B,C,Traffic) 
note : link exists between A & B and B & C. 
By summing all the traffic in the same link, total one-way link traffic is obtained. 
Both-way traffic is calculated by summing the one-way link traffic in both 
directions. Then, using the Erlang B Formula, the required number of junction 
circuits in a link can be found. Consequently, the following set of terms are 
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Bothway-Route-Busy-Hour) 
Note that the link traffic is in 24-hour profile format，the calculation of the 
junction circuit requirement is performed based on maximum traffic loading at 
busy hour. 
5.3 Signalling Network Design 
NETPLAN adopts CCITT No. 7 signalling protocol for the building of the 
common channel signalling (CCS) network. Signalling link is required for the 
transmission of control signals and signalling messages between switching nodes. 
The main objective in Signalling Network Design is to calculate the requirement 
of associated mode (A link - between two SPs) and quasi-associated mode (Q link 
-between STP and SP) signalling link in the signalling network. The number of 
A and Q links can be determined based on the both-way traffic. 




The number of A links between Nodel and Node2 can be calculated according to 
the following rule:-
If Maximum-Bothway-Traffic (MBT) > Traffic Capacity of A link (TCA) 
Then No. of A links = � M E T / TCA"] 
Otherwise No. of A links = 0 
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Note: Traffic capacity of A link is defined by "alinkcapacity/1" in the 
"main" module. 




where Traffic = Bothway-Link-Traffic-Profile 




The rule for finding the number of Q links between the node (SP) and the Signal 
Transfer Point (STP) is as follows:-
If there exists A links connected to the Node 
Then Traffic Difference (TD) = MET - i / i^A link traffic at Bothway 
Traffic Busy Hour 
If TD = < 2 X Traffic Capacity of Q link (TCQ) 
Then No. of Q links = minimum no. of Q links per SP 
Otherwise No. of Q links = � T D / TCQ] 
Otherwise 
If MET = < 2 X TCQ 
Then No. of Q links = minimum no. of Q links per SP 
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Otherwise No. of Q links = � M B T / TCQ~| 
Note: 
1. Traffic capacity of Q link and minimum no. of Q links per SP are defined 
by "qlinkcapacity/1" and "minqlink/l" respectively in the "main" module. 
2. Q links can absorb half of the A links traffic in case all the A links in the 
SP are down. In reality，the probability of all the A links are down in the 
SP is very low, hence, the dimensioning of Q links is sufficient to back up 
the A links. 
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6. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
NETPLAN is written in Quintus Prolog. Using the two in-built X-window 
interfaces ProXL and ProXT [13], a user-friendly graphical interface is built. 
ProXL is an interface between Quintus Prolog and the X Window System where 
ProXT is an interface to the Motif widget set and the X Toolkit (Xt). NETPLAN 
supports access on both X and non-X terminals. NETPLAN is composed of the 
following three modules :-
1) Main Module 
2) Menu Module 
3) Mgraph Module 
Menu and Mgraph are built on top of Main for providing the X-window interface 
to NETPLAN. The start of NETPLAN is by pressing "menu." in the Quintus 
Prolog environment. The complete program listing of NETPLAN is in Appendix 
2. 
1. Main Module 
This module is the heart of NETPLAN. This module can be executed 
independently without the other two modules. Hence, non-X terminals can 
still access the NETPLAN. 
Once the network configuration information: "gos/1", "network/1", "e/3"， 
"hwcost/2"，"c7network/3" and "networktoffic/4" are prepared in a text 
file, NETPLAN can start the calculation in non-X terminal by pressing 
"domain, in the Quintus Prolog environment. The flow of NETPLAN is 
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controlled by the predicates "domain". It will firstly carry out the network 
connectivity check, then follow the routing design, junction circuit design, 
signalling network design and cost calculation. After that, all the 
calculation results will be saved in an output text file. The details of the 




" ] Check Network Conectivity 
network/1 en 
^ Save Paths & Route 
hwcost/2 Find N Best Paths Using Traffic to File 
c7network/3 p - Branch-and-Bound Method 
n e t w o r k t r a f f i c / 4 」 L ^ make route/5 terms 
Generate Sub-link Traffic 
Input No. of N Best make traff ic/3 terms 
Paths between 2 , 
Nodes Find out Oneway 
Traffic of a Link make onewaytraffic/6 
terms 
Find out Bothway 
Traffic of a Link make subnocletraffic/2 terms - i 
make bothway traff ic/6 terms 
Calculate A Link 
Requirement make alink/3 terms 
Calculate Node 
Traffic make nodetraffic/4 terms 
o 
Figure 6.1 F low D iagram o f N E T P L A N 





^ , , / 汽，. bothwaytraffic/6 
Calculate Q Links nodetraffic/4 
Requirement make qlink/3 terms 
Calculate Oneway Network oneway traffic/6 
Junction Cost make onewaycost/1 term ~ 
Calculate Bothway Network bothwaytraffic/6 
Junction Cost make bothwaycost/1 term — 
^ alink/3 
Calculate Signalling C}link/3 
Network Cost make c7alinkcost/1 term 
make c7qlinkcost/1 term —— 
Calculate Total 
Network Cost ». make networkonewaycost/1 term 




Figure 6.1 Flow Diagram of NETPLAN 
2. Menu Module 
Using the ProXT, all the window widgets in the Menu Window and Draw 
Window are created. The widgets include Push Buttons, Texts and Labels 
for building the input menu, command set and popup menu in NETPLAN. 
Besides，all the callback ftinctions for the widgets are defined in this 
module. For building the network topology in Draw Window, a sub-
window is created using ProXL for supporting the drawing of network 
nodes and links. The widget tree in NETPLAN is shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Menu Window Draw Window DrawWIn Output Window 
(Shell) (DrawShell) [ ] [ ] 
• . J 丨 八 
Menu Commandl DrawWindow BoxWindow 
(xmBulletinBoard) (xmBulletinBoard) [ ] [ | 
/ l \ / l \ 
Buttons Labels Texts Buttons Labels Texts (> created in ProXT 
(xmPushButton) (xmLabel) (xmText) (xmPusfiButton) (xmLabel) (xmTexD [ 1 created in ProXL 
Figure 6.2 Widget Tree of NETPLAN 
3. Mgraph Module 
Using the ProXL，the Output Window is created for displaying the traffic 
profile and the calculation results. The traffic profile is automatically 
scaled. The actual callback functions are defined in this module for 
supporting all the X callbacks in the Menu module. The procedure for 
network compilation is also in this module. 
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7. DESIGN EXAMPLE 
Using the X-window graphical interface, a network with 10 switching nodes and 
20 inter-connected links was built as shown in Figure 7.1. All .the network 
• characteristics including network grade of service, link cost, equipment cost, end-
to-end 24-hour traffic profile, etc. were input via the X-window interface. The 
complete set of objects were created under the file "network.net" as in Appendix 
3丄 After the network compilation in Chapter 4.1，the objects in "network.net" 
were converted to the relevant Prolog causes to build the complete network 
configuration for carrying out the detail derivation. The complete set of network 
configuration Prolog causes were contained in the file "network" as in Appendix 
3.2. 
Figure 7.1 Network Configuration 
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The one-way and both-way network implementation cost against the number of 
routing paths (A^  = 1 to 10) for routing the end-to-end traffic was listed in the 
following table, also plotted in Figure 7.2. The traffic loading of a both-way link 
(n5-n6) and a node (n5) are shown in Figure 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. The detail 
calculation results of iV = 1 can be referred to Appendix 3.3. 
No. of Paths N One-way Cost Both-way Cost 
1 3,431,680 2,835,340 
2 3,878,630 3,366,940 
3 4,266,780 3,773,010 
4 4,636,700 4,134,970 
5 4,962,450 4,427,670 
6 5,256,490 4,717,320 
7 5,510,610 4,982,270 
8 5,732,330 5,208,400 
9 5,963,100 5,398,170 
10 6,166,750 5,578,620 
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Dollars in Million 
Oneway Network 
4 - ^ ^ ^ 一 一 一 
一一一 Bothway Network 
2 - . 
1 - _ 
~ ‘ 1 1 1 1 L • • • _ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
No. of Paths 
Figure 7.2 Cost Comparison Using Different No. Of Paths 
It can be observed from above table that the both-way network cost is around 85 % 
of the one-way network cost. For a larger number of routing paths (AO between 
nodes, it is obvious that the traffic loading in the network will be increased, which 
lead to a higher network implementation cost. This is a trade-off between security 
and network cost. This relationship is not linear as the trunking efficiency is 
higher under heavier traffic condition. It is recommended to choose ；V = 2 or 3 
in a normal case. 
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Bothway Traffic Between n5 To n6 
Maximum Traffic = 62.0 Link Busy Hour = 17 
Trunk Required = 77 at 0.01 GOS 
Traffic in Erlang 
80 - _ 
ol I I I I I I • , I 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
Hour 
Figure 7.3 Bothway Link Traffic Between n5 and n6 
Node Traffic of n5 
Maximum Traffic = 222.7 Node Busy Hour = 17 
Traffic in Erlang 
500 r — 
400 -
300 -
i I • • • • I • I 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 
Figure 7.4 Node Traff ic Hour 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis presented a user-friendly telecommunications network planning support 
system for assisting network planners to design and plan the network. The novel 
features of NETPLAN as compared with the traditional planning system are as 
follows:-
• A user-friendly interactive graphical input and output interface is built for 
users to input the network topology, retrieve traffic loading profile and 
acquire the network configuration information. 
• The number of the routing paths between any two nodes can be specified. 
Then，the best N-routing paths can be determined by using the branch-and-
bound searching method. 
• Round-a-day traffic profile (i.e. 24 hours) is used instead of the traditional 
route busy hour or exchange busy hour traffic. Hence, the dimensioning 
of the junction circuit requirement can be optimized due to the non-
coincidental route busy hour characteristic. 
• It supports the calculation of one-way and both-way junction circuit 
requirement of the links. 
• The signalling network, including the quasi-associated mode and associated 
mode signalling links, can be estimated. 
For inputting the 24-hour traffic profile information, the system can support 
manual input as well as profile input. Six profile patterns: residential, business, 
2-point linear，4-point linear, rising step and falling step are equipped in 
NETPLAN. Additional profile patterns can also be specified to match with the 
traffic characteristics of different regions. 
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The following switching node and link objects can also be specified to simplify the 
procedures in inputting the network configurations and cope with different types 
of equipment. 
For Switching Node 
switchingnode(Equipment-Name, S witching-Hardware-Cost，CTLink-Cost) 
e.g. switchingnode(eiicsson,600,100) 
For Transmission Link 
transmissionliiik(Medium,Link-Cost) 
e.g. transmissionlink(satellite, 1000) 
The object-oriented and modular design approaches in NETPLAN increase the 
system expandability and flexibility. As the support system takes into 
consideration of 24-hour traffic profile, it is a useful tool for the studying of 
dynamic routing to further optimize the network cost in the future. 
Finally，the support system here designed is suitable for the planning of the 
circuit-switched networks. With the following modifications, it can also support 
the planning of the packet-switched networks:-
. Use packet/sec instead of erlang for traffic loading. 
• Consider packet delay instead of grade of service for network performance. 
• Employ queuing models to calculate the data link and the buffer size 
requirement. 
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APPENDIX 1 _ ERLANG B FORMULA 
For a blocked calls lost system, given the traffic intensity and the blocking 
probability, the junction circuit requirement of a route can easily be found according 
to the Erlang B Formula. 
Erlang B Formula :-
an 
— Where 
En = "！ A = Traffic in Erlang 圣乂‘ N = Number of Servers 
“oTT En = Blocking Probability 
(Grade of Service) 
From above, E^.i can be written as :-
E — WW. 
1 = 0 11 
N - l A i 
Let jc = S — 
1=0 i\ 
AN y^N-l 
En = I E -
N an [N-1 — 
X + — I 
M 
疼 + 《 E n = ^ … ⑴ . = . 丄 … ⑶ 
Sub (2) in (1)， 
AN-i + 么 = f 
W W h N - I 
^ En-1 n CUHK/ffiN/MSC/TSC . ^ ^^ App. 2 - 1 
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En = … ⑶ 
N N + AEn、 
It is abvious that all traffic will be lost when N = 0，that means E � = 1. By using 
this initial condition and iterating N in equation (3)，N can be found once E^ is 
smaller than or equal to the given blocking probability. 
The iterative process for calculating N can be implemented in prolog (i.e. refer to 
"erlangb/2" in the "main" module of Appendix 2). A Erlang B Traffic Table is as 
shown in the next two pages. 
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Erlang B Traffic Table 
A (Erlangs) 
B (Blocking Probability) 
N Servers 0.1% 0.5% 1.0% 5.0% 10% 
1 0.001 0.005 0.010 0.053 0.111 
2 0.049 0.105 0.153 0.381 0.595 
3 0.194 0.349 0.455 0.899 1.27 
4 0.439 0.701 0.869 1.52 2.05 
5 0.762 1.13 1.36 2.22 2.88 
6 1.15 1.62 1.91 2.96 3.76 
7 1.58 2.16 2.50 3.74 4.67 
8 2.05 2.73 3.13 4.54 5.60 
9 2.56 3.33 3.78 5.37 6.55 
10 3.09 3.96 4.46 6.22 7.51 
11 3.65 4.61 5.16 7.08 8.49 
12 4.23 5.28 5.88 7.95 9.47 
13 4.83 5.96 6.61 8.83 10.5 
14 5.45 6.66 7.35 9.73 11.5 
15 6.08 7.38 8.11 10.6 � 12.5 
16 6.72 8.10 8.88 11.5 13.5 
17 7.38 8.83 9.65 12.5 14.5 
8.05 9.58 10.4 13.4 15.5 
19 8.72 10.3 11.2 14.3 16.6 
20 9.41 11.1 12.0 15.2 17.6 
21 10.1 11.9 12.8 16.2 18.7 
22 10.8 12.6 13.7 17.1 19.7 
23 11.5 13.4 14.5 18.1 20.7 
24 12.2 14.2 15.3 19.0 21.8 
25 13.0 15.0 16.1 20.0 22.8 
26 13.7 15.8 17.0 20.9 23.9 
27 14.4 16.6 17.8 21.9 24.9 
28 15.2 17.4 18.6 22.9 26.0 
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A (Erlangs) 
B (Blocking Probability) 
N Servers 0.1% 0.5% 1.0% 5.0% 10% 
29 15.9 18.2 19.5 23.8 27.1 
30 16.7 19.0 20.3 24.8 28.1 
31 17.4 19.9 21.2 25.8 29.2 
32 18.2 20.7 22.0 26.7 30.2 
33 19.0 21.5 22.9 27.7 31.3 
34 19.7 22.3 23.8 28.7 32.4 
35 20.5 23.2 24.6 29.7 33.4 
36 21.3 24.0 25.5 30.7 34.5 
37 22.1 24.8 26.4 31.6 35.6 
38 22.9 25.7 27.3 32.6 36.6 
39 23.7 26.5 28.1 33.6 37.7 
40 24.4 27.4 29.0 34.6 38.8 
41 25.2 28.2 29.9 35.6 39.9 
42 26.0 29.1 30.8 36.6 40.9 
43 26.8 29.9 31.7 37.6 42.0 
44 27.6 30.8 32.5 38.6 43.1 
45 28.4 31.7 33.4 39.6 44.2 
46 29.3 32.5 34.3 40.5 45.2 
47 30.1 33.4 35.2 41.5 46.3 
48 30.9 34.2 36.7 42.5 47.4 
49 31.7 35.1 37.6 43.5 48.5 
50 32.5 36.0 38.5 44.5 49.6 
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Program File: main 
This is the Main Module of NETPLAN (NETwork PLANner) 
This Module can be executed without the module of menu and mgraph 








* Terminology used in this Program * 
* Traffic - refer to traffic profile in 24 hrs - in list form * 
* Tra - short form for Traffic * 
******************************************************************************/ 
/****************************************************************************** 
* Network Configuration Causes * 
* gos(Network-GOS-Standard). * 
* network([Node1,Node2, •..... ,NodeN]). * 
* e(Node1,Node2,Junction-Cost-Between-Node1-and-Node2). * 
* hwcost(Node,Hardware-Cost-Of-Node). * 
* networktraffic(Node1,Node2,[Traffic-From-Node1-To-Node2], * 
* [Traffic-From-Node2-To-Node1]). * 
* c7network(Node,Node-C7-Equipment-Cost,Q-Link-Cost-From-Node-To-STP). * 
******************************************************************************/ 
/****************************************************************************** 
* Definition of the Created Causes * 
* route(Node1,Node2,Path-From-Node1-To-Node2,Path-Cost,Path-Traffic). * 
* traffic(Node1,Node2,[Link-Traffic-From-Node1-To-Node2]). * 
* onewaytraffic(Node1,Node2,[Total-Link-Traffic-From-Node1-To-Node2], * 
* Maximum-Traffic,Junction-Required,Route-Busy-Hour). * 
* bothwaytraffic(Node1,Node2,[Bothway-Combined-Route-Traffic], * 
* Route-Maximum-Traffic,Junction-Required,Route-Busy-Hour). * 
* subnodetreffic(Node, [Oneway-Node-Traffic]). * 
* nodetraffic(Node,[Bothway-Traffic],Node-Busy-Hour,Node-Maximum-Traffic). * 
* alink(Node1,Node2,No-Of-A-Link-Between-Node1-and-Node2). * 
* qlink(stp,Node,No-Of-Q-Link-Between-STP-and-Node). * 
* onewaycost(Junction-Network-OneWay-Cost). * 
* bothwaycost(Junction-Network-BothWay-Cost). * 
* c7alinkcost(C7-Network-A-Link-Cost). * 
* c7qlinkcost(C7-Network-Q-Link-Cost). * 
* networkonewaycost(Network-Oneway-Cost). * 
* networkbothwaycost(Network-Bothway-Cost). * 
******************************************************************************/ 
/****************************************************************************** 
* Program Declaration for Quintus Prolog * 
******************************************************************************/ 
ensure loaded(library(not». %Load libraries 
:- ensure-loaded(library(strings». 
ensure=loaded(library(ctypes». 
dynamic temp/1, temp1/1, solution/1, r~efine the dynamic causes 
route/5,traffic/3, onewaytraffic/6, 
bothwaytraffic/6, subnodetraffic/2, 





* Initial Setting of Global Variables * 
******************************************************************************/ 
%Solution - list containing the possible solution paths between two nodes. 
solution([]). %Set empty in the beginning 
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%Temp - temporary traffic pattern. 
t e m p ( [ H i m H O , 0 , 0 , 0 , %Set all 24 hrs traffic's to 0 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]〉. %in the beginning 
%Tefnp1 - temporary real variable 
tempi(0)_ %set 0 in the beginning 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Network Dimension Rule * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
alinkcapacitydOO). %A-Link Traffic Capacity 
qhnkcapacitydOO). %Q-Link Traffic Capacity 
nnnqlink(2). %Minimum no. of Q Link per Node 
嫩*嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩*嫩嫩嫩嫩* 
二““� Useful� Maths� Functions� *�
%Round up to a nearest positive number. 
roundup(0,_,0). %lnput = 0 ==> Result = 0 
roundupCNo,Counter,IntegerNo)：-
，o1� is�No� -�1, %Count down the input number 
punterl is Counter + 1 , %Upcount the Counter 
^ %If Nol count down to zero or 
=< 0 -> %negative 
IntegerNo is Counterl %Then finish. Result = Counterl 
；roundupCNol,Counterl,IntegerNo) %Else continue 
)• 
%Erlang B Calculation 
二 二 ? c� 、 灯。r�0� traffic.�Server� is�0�erlangb(Traffic,Server)：-
%Get Network GOS Figure 
erlangbU0,1,Traffic,Gos,Server). %Start calculate the Server 
%Actual Part for Calculating the Server. 
erlangbUN,Loss,Traffic,Gos,Server):-
” ^ %Increment Server 
Lossi IS (Traffic*Loss) / (Nl+Traffic*Loss), %Find Lossi 
Lofs1 > Cos -> %if Lossi > Gos 
erlangblCNI,Lossi,Traffic,Gos,Server) %Then contiune 
'；Server = N1 %Otherwise Server is found 
)m 
%Calculate the roundup integer value of log(Base.N). 
log(Base,N,LogN):-
( 
N =< 1 -> %If N <=1 




f /„B〒se ” 1 -> %if N/Base =< 1 • 
. n ^ x %Then LogN is found • 
‘？：二 乂 ？aje, %Else divide N by Base 
IS Index + , %Upcount by 1 
〉•�log1(Base,N1,Index1,LogN〉 %Continue to calculate logN 
^Calculate the value of Base to the power of index 
power(Base,Index,N) :- • 
( 
Irv^ex =< 0 -> %if Index = 0 
；二 i 【 r 1 (Base,index, 1,N) R e s u l t = 1 ( i . e . Base ^ 0 = 1) 
)• 
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powerl(Base,Index,Temp,N) 
i ’ 广 ° %If index = 0 
. ？ ” ' " ^ T * „ %Then complete. Result = Temp 
, I n K i ? ？'"S %Else multiply Temp by Base 
三口，X� ,丄s�index� -�1, %Downcount Index by 1 
power1(Base,Index1,Tempi,N) %Continue 
/ • 
~ Whether X inside a List 
member(X,T). 
：- %Oelete element X in a List 
del(X,Tail,Tail1). 
add(X,L,[X|L]). %Add element X in the front 
%of a List 
c o n c [ E i i h ] ! L 2 , E X | L 3 3 ) : - 《Concatenate 2 l / s t s 
conc(L1,L2,L3).�
：- %Find the length of a List 
leng(Tail,N1), 
N is 1 + N1. 




%Select the Numth element of a list. 
扫 丨 ； 丨 ？ 二 ： [ 。 ] 罕丨丨“二?“te一ber ) ；；^工⑴：^; 二 ; 
select(Tail,N,SelectedMember). 
%Multiply each member of a list by N. 
丨丨丨丨:r丨:t，彳St�=- 纟 � = 二 h e I彳St as ,add, 
” = 川st,Ust�=. g i p g y : ^ 【二 t h e 
add(First1,Tlist,Tlist1),� t�by�N�
multiplylist(Rest,N,Tlist1,List). %Contiune 
%Divide each member of a list by N 
d 二 二 : : ⑶ = - , , , as . . . 
二； T U s t , L i s t ) g i 斑 
[ ？ 二 : L h ) . — the U-s. 
%Find the maximum member of a list. 
findmaxlistC口,Max,Max). %Complete 
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.findmaxlTst([First|Rest],Lower,Max) :- %Find the Max element 
^ ‘ ： ® " ^ . %If new element > Lower 
• ”st,First,Max〉 %Then set Lower = First I findmaxhst(Rest,Lower,Max) %Else retain Lower 
/ • 
%Fincl the maximum member and its 
%position in a list. 
fmaxli;st([],Max,Max,Pos,_,Pos). %Complete 
fmaxlist([HeadjTai�U,Lower,Max,Pos,Pos1,P)：-
NP� IS�Posi + 1, %Note down the member's order 
！ 」 %If new element Head > Lower 
•工 ; ^。s y j a i� Head,Max,Pos,NP,NP) %Then set Lower = Head, P = NP 
, f m a x l i s t d a i I,Lower,Max,Pos,NP,P) %Else retain Lower and P 
/ • 
%Sum 2 lists element by element. 
sumlist([],[],Tlist,List) :- %Complete 
reverse(Tlist,List). %Reverse list as 'add' already 
su.h-staF1|Rl],CF2|R23,Th-st,List) :- ^ZVul Hsts"' ° 
IhhMm/Ji- I h i - +««、 %Find the sum of 2 elements 
^nmMcwpI %Note : 'add' reversed the list 
sumlist(R1,R2,Tlist1,nst). %Continue 
%Convert a list to a string. 
%Example : [a ,b ,c ] -> a - b - c . 
listtostn;ng([] St,St). %Complete 
listtostnng([H|T],Start,St):-
concat_atom([Start," - ",H],St1), %Form a string with _ 
listtostnng(T,St1,St〉. %Continue 




stri;nginteger(_, Int,0,—, Int) • %Complete 
stringinteger(Str,Int,Length,Index,Temp):-
stnng_char( I ndex, St r, CharCode), 
is_digit(CharCode,Weight), 
Inti is Weight + 10 * Temp, 
Index1 is Index + 1, 
Length1 is Length - 1, 
stringinteger(Str, Int, Length1,Inclex1, Inti). 
%Convert a string to a real number. 
stringtoreal(Str,Real) :_ 
stn"ng_length(Str, Length), 
stn'ngreaUStr,Real, Length, 1,0). 
stringreal(_,Real,0,_,Real). 
stringreaUStr,Real,Length,Index,Temp):-
stnng_char( Index, Str,CharCode), 
Index1 is Index + 1, 
Length1 is Length - 1, 
(CharCode = 46 -> 
stringreaUStr, F ract lonRea I, Length 1, Indexl ,0) 
power(10,Length1,N), 
Real is Temp + FractionReal / N 
；is_digit(CharCocle,Weight), 
Reall is Weight + 10 * Temp, 
StringreaUStr, Real^Lengthl, Indexl, R e a l D ) . 
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%Convert a 2-Nodes String To 2 Nodes, 
convertnodes(Nodes,Nodel,Node2) :_ St r i ng_length(Nodes,Length), 
s t n ng_sea rch (-, Nodes, Of f�set〉,�
substring(Nodes,Model,0,Offset),�
Offsetl� is�Offset + 1 , 
Lengthi is Length - Offsetl, 
substring(Nodes,Node2,0ffset1,Length1). 
Bubblesort - From Smallest to Biaaest * 
g t ( [ X | A ] , [ Y | B ] ) : - %Check 
greater value 
： %swap if X > Y or 
i ^ l i� KI1、 %swap if X = Y and 
, %length A > length B 
N1 > %Note : consider the switching 
)• % cost is more important 
bubblesortdist,Sorted)：-
. %Check whether require to swap 
bubblesortdisti,Sorted). %Continue ^ 
bubblesort(Sorted,Sorted). %OtherwTse list is already sorted 
swapCCX Y|Rest],[Y,X|Rest]) %RequTre to swap first two gt(X,Y；. %elements 
swap([Z|Rest],[Z|Rest1]) %Swap elements in tail 
swap(Rest,Rest1). 
doma i n : - ‘ 
initprogram, 
rlliMnJ^frVf''®'^'' Configuration File = ,〉，%Input network configuration . 
r e a d ( I n N e t F i l e ) , % f i l e name 
readCOuJpile)?'''^''' Result File = '), %Input output result file name 
二 二 o f� Paths = '), %lnput no. of alternate path 
writer Mow Loading Network Configuration') 
wn'teC '〉， ‘ 
⑶二 !二（, [ a l l - d y n姍-〔（ t r u e ) ]〉， %Get network configuration file 
二((''No:二扣ki••；ij�Network Connectivity'), %Message display on screen 
%Check network connectivity 
o p e n ( O u t F i l e , w r i t e , F i l e ) , %open output resiult filp 二:((;二:-?，)the Best Paths ' ) , % M ^ s s a g e ' S i s p f a ' ^ o n ' s c r i ^ n 
C ^ ' P ^ J h ^ ^ ^ i V； ‘ %Find paths 
二 「 ！ 广 n g� Junction� Network '), %Message display on screen 
二 t t : r “ 。 s h e d " )二 I , 站ind t o t a l t r a f f i c & j u n c t i o n s 
Network '), %Message display on screen 
wme|!Finished.'),nl, %Calculate C7 link requirement 
Calcualting Network Cost ,〉， %Message display on screen 
二 二 % F i n d junction & C 7 link cost 
二-tt:((:Now saving,严ult� to� File '), %Message display on screen 
^� cl。se(FUe). %ciose result file 
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•� 、 %Check Network Connectivity 
二 二 = ) • 脑� Network� Nodes�
识T”ri;Ti %Check the first node against 
checknet2(X,T,[X|T],noerrror). %the rest of the nodes 
checknet2(_,口，_,Status)� :- %Checking Complete 
St”u，J� error� -> %Any error detected 
w n t e c Improper Network Configuration.'), %Yes, display warning message 
• Jalt %Abort 
‘ ® %Otherwise contiune 
)m 
chf?I^[!，i2。[Y2T2U] Nodes,Status) :- % S t i U remaining unchecked node 
IinKCX,Y,[J,Nodes), 
r h 二 ” 二 二 ! f ! ? o ; ! e 5 , S t a t u s 〉 . %ContTnue checking 
checknet2(X,[Y|Tail],Nodes,_) ：- %Isolated node is detected 
wn'teC'Node ') write(Y), %Display warning message 
w n t e C IS Isolated from Node ') 
write(X),write('.'), 
nl, 
checknet2(X,TaU,Nocles,error〉. %Error detected, continue checking 
linkCX Y ,_) :- %Direct connect 
e(x,Y,-); 
e(Y,X,-〉.�
li-nk(|!'Y;，;;hJo，s)� :- %lndirect connect 
member(Z,Nodes), %Ensure Z in Nodes 
not member(e(X,Z),Path)), %Prevent looping 
not(member(e(Z,X),Path)), %Prevent looping 
ecz'x %Ensure Z connect with X 
linkCZ；?,[4(X,Z)I Path],Nodes). %Recursion for finding path 
%between Z and Y 
•紗••••••••••••••••••••紗•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••科••••女 
L 一 “� Program� Initialization� *�
initprogram� :- ‘ 
retractaU(route(-,_,_,-, j ) , 
retractall(traffic(",~,")y, 
retractall(onewaytraffic(_,_,_,_,,)), 
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
二�2 / i n d i n g� Using� Branch-and-Bound� Method� *�
%Check connectivity and Calculate the Cost. 
adjacent(X,Y,TotalWeight)：-
(:((?《'二'； %Bothway checking 
k ' w v %Bothway checking 
S 二 二 % F i n d hardware cost of node X 
！ 丫 .� 。ZFind hardware cost of node Y 
TotalWeight is CctW + XW + YW. %Sum Cct-cost, NodeX-cost and 
%NodeY-cost 
%Finding Network Paths. 
netpath(File,N):-
;;=i;rTl^ Ifl^ ?TrciN;;d，、Nod，2,TraX,TraY), %Pick one networktraffic cause netpathUFi le,N,Nodel ,Node2,TraX,TraY). 
netpath(_,_). %No more networktraffic cause 
%Complete 
netpathi(File,N,Nodel,Node2,TraX,TraY)：-
findpath(Node1,Node2,N), %Find the best N possible paths 
, . . , . , , ^  %(i .e. paths are reversed) 
fdisp ay Nodel,Node2,N,TraX,File,rev), %LTst paths, make traffic cause 
fdisplay(Node2,Nodel,N,TraY,File,normal), %List� paths；�make� traffic� cause�
•�/�
fail. %Search for next networktraffic 
%cause 
%Find the best Mum paths between 2 nodes. 
findpath(From,To,Num)：-
retract(solution(_)), %Remove the solutionO cause 
^^h®「冗sglution^ 口�)), %Add back a solution( []) cause 
path([[0,From]],To,Mum). %Start finding of the path 
%Actual path finding based on branch-and-bound. 
Path([],-,_). %No more path can be extended, 
. %stop 
path([[Cost,Node|Path1]|TaiI],To,Num):-
丨 i N j e ^ a t h l ^ C o s t ' P a t h ) , %Extend the queue - return Path 
checkp(Path,To,Path,Path2), %Eliminate successful paths 
" • • … %return PathZ 
二二 I 二 i d ^ t ^ P f l l L ) ; ^Combine queue & Extended path 
bubblesort(Path3,Path4), %Sort the whole queue 
。如se�solution� List�
？ r . %Find the length 
g S e l 二 ? 品 ？ 二 ^ d member's weight in S 
‘ 二 二 二 ) C 。 s t 2 ) - > 【 二 o n ^ c o s t 二 ” n s 
• path(Path4,To,Num) %Then continue to find path 
； T r u e %Otherwise, continue 
/ • 
down the solution list & Eliminate the solution in the queue 
哼 转 感 ® 浩 i , T 。 , P . h , _ 2 〉 S 二 品 .�
S 坑 - ‘ ) 、 ” = 。 = = 二 St 
C 二》ei?:;丨 二 ：；！；？二；； ： - = = F i 二 d = 
checkp(Tail,To,Path,Path2). 二� :； !『工 e n d e d� Path�
%Get the weight of the first member in a list 
getweight([[Cost|J |_],Cost1) ：-� •�
Costi = Cost. 
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%Extencl the path. 
extend([Node[Path1],Cost1,Path)：-
findaU([Cost2,X,Node|Path1], %Choose all possible ways 
(adjacent(Node,X,CostXY), %Node & X should be connected 
not(member(X,[Node|Pathi])), %Prevent looping 
Coft2 IS Costi + CostXY), %Find total cost 
Path)_ %Return Path 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 嫩嫩嫩••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
： … Write Solution Paths to File * 
广 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * " 
？ T r a f f i c� Pattern� then� call� displayl� for� writing� best� paths� to� result� file.�
fchsplay(N1,N2,Num,Tra,File,Direction)：-
folu’”。（S〉 %Get soluton paths 
leng(S,Paths), %Find length of solution paths 
^ ^ “ %If length > No. of 
f.Num -> %required paths 
dividelistara,Nun, [],Traffic) %Then Traffic = Tra/Num 
• ^；�-J� I - … ^ , %Note - evenly distributed 
‘dividelist(Tra,Paths, [],Traffic) %Otherwise Traffic = Tra/Paths 
‘ f w门:(口•le,'【rom ')' %Display Nodes information write(File,N1), 
wn:te(File,' To '〉， %From N1 to N2 
wnte(File,N2), 
nl(File), 
fdisplay1(N],M2,S,Num,FUe,Traffic, d i s p l a y Paths information 
Direction,!), 
writeCFile/Traffic Profile = ,), %display Traffic information 
wnte(Fi le,Traffic), 
nl(File),nl(File). 
%Write Best Paths to result file. 
二� -)• %Length < N, stop 
tdisp ay ( 0, ). %Locate the N-th element, stop 
w n ^ e (口�le,二”St Path No. ,〉， %Display the path number 
w n t6( r 1 le,X), 
write(File,‘： 
iSL^fo^."^� i^i %Increment the path counter 
Nup� 1 ， -� , %Decrement the counter 
w r I t e C F U e i c r ' = ')' "^^ave path cost in result file 
w r i t e ( F U e : ' ' ) , 
( 
Dirt = rev -> %Check Dirt = rev 
reyerse(P,Path) %lf true. Path = reverse P 
j Path = P %Else Path : P 
； ； 化 問 口 r ')' %save valid path in result m e 
nl(File), 
assertz(route(N1,N2,Path,C,Tra)), %Make route cause 
maketraffic(Path,Tra), %Prepare traffic cau<;p 
%Preparing the traffic cause. 
- ?加 P l e t e d ,� no� .one�
= 二 二 觀 ： 二 :;，ffic))' 一 
*� Calculate� Total� Network� Traffic� *�
%Calculate Oneway & Bothway Traffic. • 
nettraffic :-
%Calculate oneway traffic 
bothwaytra. %Calculate bothway traffic 
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%Calculate Oneway Traffic, 
onewaytra ：-
e(Node1,Node2� ) %Select a link cause - e 
callonewaytraCNodel,Node2)• 
onewaytra. %NO more e causes, complete 
callonewaytraCNodel,Node2) :_ 
%Call。newaytra1�
onewaytra1(Node2,Model), %Call onewaytral 
• f fai I 
“ %Search for more e causes 
%Actual Part for calculating Oneway Traffic, 
onewaytral(Node1,Node2)：-
二 二 巧 f� Trafficl), %Select a traffic cause 
onewaytra2(Traff i d ) . 
。，==y。a1。od?1,Node2)� :- %No more traffic causes 
temp(Traffic), %Get the result 
retract temp(_)), %Clear the result 
assertz(temp([10,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, %Reset the temp variable to 0 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]〉）， 
fmaxlistaraffic,0,MaxTraffic,Time,0,0), %Find Max value in Traffic 
erlangbMaxTraffic server), %Calculate required junctions 




temp(Traffic) %Get temp variable 
“.， %Retract temp variable 
sumlist(Traffic,Traffic1,[],TotalTraffic), %Calculate the TotalTraffic 
assertzCtempCTotalTraffiO), %Save updated temp variable 
- r 
fail- %Search for more traffic causes 
%Calculate Bothway Traffic, 
bothwaytra :-
eCNodel Node2 ) %Select a link cause - e 
bothwaytra1(Node1,Node2). 
bothwaytra. %NO more e causes, complete 
bothwaytral(Nodel,Node2) :_ 
onewaytraffic(Node1,Node2,Traf1, , , ), %Find one way traffic 
s O = = ” 二 ‘ 二 : , : , : ) : %Find a n o : ；a^Jraffic�
T ? = 二 二 二 
a = 二 二 二 e M o d _ r a , 而 c u l a t e� — e d� junctions�
MaxComTra,Server,�
assertz(subnodetraff|cC;id"}!co.Tra)), s = 二 二e1 
assertz(subnodetraffic(Node2,ComTra)), %Make subnodetraffIc - nTdel 
‘ t fai I o 
• %Search for more e causes 
Calculate C7 Network * 
二嫩了 •嫩一—崎嫩—•嫩嫩———嫩―： 
/SCalcualte�C7�Signalling� Links. ‘ 
calc7link :-
二 工 I x o d e s ) ' %Get all nodes 
"[nidetraCNodes), A Links 
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%Calculate C7 Network A Links, 
caIa link ：-
e(Node1,Nocle2,_), %Select a link cause - e 
calalinki(Model,Node2). 
calalink. %No more e cause, finish 
%calculating of A I inks 
calalinkl(Model,Node2):-
bothwaytraffic(Node1,Node2,_,Traffic,_,_), %Find out combine link traffic 
ahnkcapacityCCapacity), %Get A Link traffic capacity 
( T %If l i n k t r a f f i c > A l i n k 
Traffic > Capacity -> ^capacity 
Diff is Traffic / Capacity, %Then calculate no. of A Link 
roundupCDiff,0,NoOfAIi nk), %Round up to nearest integer 
assertz(alink(Node1,Node2,NoOfAlink)) %Make alink cause 
； t r u e�I 
• , 
fail- %Search for more e causes 
%Calculate Total Node Traffic. 
calnodetra([]). %No more nodes, complete 
. , %calnodetra 
calnodetraC[HeadNodejTailNodes]) :_ 
calnodetral(HeadNode), %Pass the node to calnodetral 
calnodetradailNodes). %Continue for other nodes 
^Actual Part for Calculating Node Traffic, 
calnodetral(Node)：-
subnodetraffic(Node,SubTra), %Select a subnodetraffic cause 
caInodetraZ(SubTra). 
c a i ^ ^ ^ a K N o d e ) :- %No more subnodetraffic cause 
te;P(T。）， %Get the result 
assertzCtempdO,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, %Reset the temp variable to 0 
, 。 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] ) ) , %Clear the result 
工二二 ; i a ( 0 , I J j 〒 T r ? , l i m e , 0 , 0 ) , %Find max exchange t r a f f i c 
assertz(nodetraffic(Node,Tra,Time,MaxTra)). %Make nodetraffic cause include 
%both I/C and 0/G traffic 
calnodetra2(SubTra):-
llTalulLrn^f、、 臉� temp� variable�Im^- ^o-u?' %Clear temp variable 
IlnA^T^'I'?； “ ； l o t a l T r a ) , %Sum Tra and SubTra 
assertz(temp(TotalTra)), %Update temp variable 
• , 
f ai. I 
• %Search for more subnodetraffic 
%cause 
%Calculate C7 Network Q Links. 
c l lq ' l i nkcSode lRes tNodesn ： - . 。湖。⑴加。nodes, complete ‘ 
nodet ra f f icCNode, . ;T i .e ,MaxTra) , a l ^ n i d r t ^ a i；?^ cause 
y i f 
\ah-nk(Node,.,.);ah-nk(.,Node,_)) -> ^ any A links 
findalK ComTra 
( = ： ； 紐 � : d 二 』 : S 二：。" ^ ^ 
List)� — ‘‘ 
f i n d t r a d i f f ( M a x T r a , T f m e , U - s t , D i . f f T r a ) , X p l ^ J i j f T ^ a ^ ' ^ ^ d e busy 
( '/.traffic - A link traffic 
S J e S S = 。 ^ n k� capacity�
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；Diff� is�DiffTra� /�Capacity, %Else calaulate no. of Q link 
roundupCDiff 0,NoOfQLink), %Round up to nearest integer 
assertz(qhnk(stp,Node,NoOfQLink)) 
〒Else %if no A link in the node 
t \ 
MaxTra =< Capacity -> %if node tra =< Qlink capacity 
assertz(qhnk(stp,Nocle,MinQLink)) %Then use min Qlinks 
；Diff� IS�MaxTra� /�Capacity, %Else calculate no. of Q link 
roundupCDiff 0,NoOfQLink), %Round up to nearest integer 
assertz(qhnk(stp,Nocle,NoOfQLink)) 
), 
calqlink(RestNodes). %Continue to calculate Q link 
%requirement for other nodes 
%Find the Traffic Difference of a Node. 
%Traffic Difference = Node Busy Traffic - A Link Traffic. 
findtradiff(Result,_,[],Result). %No more A link, complete 
findtradiff(DiffTra,Time,[H|T],Result) :- %Find the traffic difference 
• T- , (QLink - ALink) 
seIect(H,T1 me SeIectedMember), %Pick out the traffic in A Link 
Resultl IS DiffTra - SeIectedMember / 2, difference = QLink traffic -
. , • %ALink Traffic/2 
findtradiff(Resultl,Time,T,Result). %Continue for other A Link 
%traffic 
* Calculate Network Total Cost * 
嫩 * 嫩 嫩 嫩 嫩 嫩 嫩 … 嫩 嫩 嫩 嫩 嫩 … 嫩 嫩 傲 嫩 嫩 嫩 
%Find Junction and Signalling Network Cost. 
networkcost :- %Find total cost 
二二 二二!;aycost %Find oneway junction cost 
calbothwaycost, %Find bothway junction cost 
a ! n， s t , %Find A link cost 
qhnkcost, %Find Q link cost 
totalnetworkcost. %Find network total cost 
%Calculate Oneway Junction Cost, 
calonewaycost :-
e(N1,N2,JC), %Search for a link cause - e 
calonewaycost1(N1,N2,JC). 
%No more e causes 
tempKCost), %Get result 
，3，[!^”?new，yc?，t(Cost〉）， %Save onewaycause 
: 产 P� 7T ' '^Clear variable tempi 
assertz(temp1(0)).� 《Initialize�variable� tempi� to�0�
calonewaycost1(N1,N2,JC)：-
h ^ c K ^ K z C ) '� 《Get Nl's hardware cost 
onewaytraffic(N2,N1,一,_,Server2,_), %Find another way required 
. %junctions 
+ (Serven + ServerZ) * "'et partial result 
retractCtemoU + ^^^ + ind accumulate junction cost 
= = 二 二 K ^ I S� detract� partial� result�assertz(temp1(Cost1)), %Update temporary result 
• r 
• %Search for more e causes 
%Calculate Bothway Junction Cost, 
calbothwaycost ：-
calbothwayc;st1(N1,N2,JC). Z'Search for a link cause - e 
calbothwaycost ：-� o,.,^ … 一 
temoUrAci"、 Z。No�more� e� causes�
t帥pi(Cost), %Get result 
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assertz(bothwaycost(Cost)), %Save bothwaycost 
retract(temp1( )), %Clear variable tempi 
assertz(temp1(0)). %Initialize variable tempi to 0 
calbothwaycost1(N1,N2,JC):-
[ ； % G e t MI'S hardware cost 
tijc二t(N2,Nf〉， %Get N2's hardware cost 
(bothwaytraffic(N1,N2,_,_,Server,_); %Find junction require between 
bot(jwaytraffic(N2,N1,_,_,Server,_〉〉, %these two nodes N1 & N2 
tempi(Cosn, %Get partial result 
Costi IS Cost + Server * (JC + NIC + N2C), %Find accumulate junction cost 
retract(temp1(_)), %Retract partial result 
assertz(temp1(Cost1)), %Update partial result 
• r • 
fai“ %Search for more e causes 
%Calculate C7 Network A Link Cost, 
alinkcost :-
e(N1 N2,JCost) %Search for a link cause - e 
ahnkcost1(N1,N2,JCost). 
alinkcost :- %No more e causes 
tempi(Cost) %Get result 
assertz(c7alinkcost(Cost)), %Save c7aIinkcost 
retract(temp1( )), %Clear variable tempi 
assertzCtempKO)).� 《Initialize�variable� tempi� to�0�
alinkcost1(N1,N2,JCost)：-
( , •� •�, … . . . . ％ C h e c k� whether� there� is�an�
(alink(N1,N2,Num);alink(N2,N1,Num〉）�-> %actual A link 
tempUCost) %Get partial result 
c7network(N1,N1c7Cost,_), %Find Nodel and Node2 
c7network(N2,N2c7Cost,_), %C7 hardware cost Ctl IS Cost + Num * 
(N1c7Cost + N2c7Cost + JCost), %Find accumulate A link cost 
retract temp (_)), %Retract partial result 
• assertzCtempKCtl)) %Update partial result 
/ T P U G ), I 
• , 
fai“ %Search for more e causes 
%Calculate C7 Network A Link Cost, 
qlinkcost :-
二 治 ？ 盟 。 伤 e a r c h� for� c7networ.�cause�
• q = 巧 - 广 二 j r e t w � r k causes 
assertz(c7qhnkcost(Cost)), %save c7qI inkcost 
-s^rtzcSlcS^'' %ClearC二；忠 rt'empl 
assertzCtempKO)).� 《Initialize�variable� tempi� to�0�
qlinkcost1(N,Nc7Ct,QLCt)：-
、� .^^heck�whether� exist� a�Q� link�
CI IS cost + + + Q L c t )。们 nd accumulate 0 tin. cost 
:二，巧tt:;SrVi)、、 ‘ %Retract partial result 








onewaycost(X), %x = Oneway junction cost 
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bothwaycost(XI), %xi = Bothway junction cost 
c7a inkcost(Y), %Y = total C7 A link cost 
c7qUnkcost(Z), %z = total C7 Q link cost 
1°!® X : Y + Z, %Find total cost - oneway 
Totall IS XI + Y + Z, %Find total cost - bothway 
assertz(networkonewaycost(Total)), %Calculate total oneway cost 
assertz(networkbothwaycost(Total1)). %Calculate total bothway cost 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 嫩嫩嫩糾•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
*� Save� Calculation� Result� to�Result� File� *�
*************************嫩嫩*•嫩嫩••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
%Save All Result to File. 
fileresult(File)：-
fileonewaytraffic(File),� • %Save oneway traffic to file 
fi ebothwaytraffic(File), %Save bothway traffic to file 
fi enodetraffic(File), %Save node traffic to file 
fi ea ink(Fi e), %Save C7 A link network to file 
fi eqlink(File), %Save C7 Q link network to file 
filenetworkcost(File). %Save network cost to file 
% F U e Oneway Traffic to File. 
fileonewaytraffic(File)：-
onewaytraffic(N1,N2,Tra,MaxTra,June,Time), %Select oneway traffic cause 
fileonewaytraffic1(File,N1,N2,Tra,MaxTra, 
June,Time). 
fUeonewaytraffic(_). %N o more onewaytraf fic cause, 
%Complete 
fi leonewaytraff ic1(FUe,N1,N2,Tra,m"ra,Jc,T):-
write(Fi le, 'Oneway Route� From。， 
fUetraffic(File,N1,N2,Tra,MTra,Jc,T〉， %Save traffic status in file 
• # 
fail. %Search for more oneway traffic 
%causes 
%File Traffic Information to File, 
fi�letraffic(FUe,Model,Node2,Tra,MTra,Jc,T)：-
writeCFile^Nodel) %Save nodes information 
wnteCFi le, ‘ To '), 
write(File,Node2), 
nl(File), 
= ,)' %Save Traffic information 
nl(File),‘ ‘ 
二【ife,二!Jaxjmum Traffic = ,), %Save maximum traffic 
「^， le'MTra),� 《information�nl(File).�
Busy� Hour = ,), %Save busy hour 
nl(File),‘‘ 
Required = '), %Save junction requirement 
n U F U e ) ,‘ ‘ 
nUFile) . 
% F U e Bothway Traffic to File, 
filebothwaytraffic(File)：-
'select bothwaytraff.-c cause 
June,Time). 
filebothwaytraffic(_). %No more bothwaytraffic causes 
%Complete 
fi lebothwaytraffid(File,N1,N2,Tra,MTra,Jc,T):-
wnteCFi le,'Bothway Route From ') 
|iletraffic(FUe,N1,N2,Tra,MTra,Jc,T〉， %Save traffic status in file 
• I • 
• %Search for more bothwaytraffic causes 
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% F U e Node Traffic to File. 
fUenocletraffic(Fi le):-
Tra,_,NodeMaxTra), %Select nodetraffic cause 
filenodetraffid(File,Node,Tra,NodeMaxTra). 
filenodetraffic(_). %NO more nodetraffic causes, 
%Complete 
f i lenodetraff icKFi le,Node,Tra,NodeMaxTra):-
write(FUe,'Mode Traffic of '〉， 
writeCFile,Node),�
write(File,‘=,), 
write(File,Tra), %Save node traffic status 
nl(File), 





fail' %Search for more nodetraffic 
%causes 
%File A Link to File. 
filealink(File):-
a Ii nk(Nodel,Node2,NoOfA11nk), %Search for alink cause 
fileahnkKFile, Nodel, Node2, NoOfA link). 
:- %No more alink causes, complete 
fileal!nkl(File,Nodel,Node2,NoOfA�link)：-
write(File/No.�of�A�Link�Between� .�
wn;te(File,Node1), %Display Nodel information 
wnteCFi le,' and '), 
wr”e(。le,，o卞2), %Display Node2 information . 
writeCFile,—'〉,�
w。”厂ile,NoOfAlink)' %Display requirement of A links 
nl(File), 
I • r 
fail- %Search for more alink causes 
%File Q Link to File. 
fileqlink(File):- . 
qlinkONode,NoOfQlink), %Search for qlTnk cause 
f 1 leqlinkKFi le,Node,NoOfQlink). 
^ ' i u F i l e ^ ' ^ ^ 。浏。more�qlink�causes,�complete�
fileqlinkUFi�le,Node,NoOfQlink):-
wn'te(File,'No. of Q Link Between STP and '), 
wriJe(FUe;'°='') 。如'sPlay Node information 
%Display requirement of Q links 
I ‘ • f 
• %Search for more qlink causes 
%File Network Cost to File, 
f1lenetworkcost(File):-
oneijaycost(Onewaycost), 
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writeCFile/*** Total Network A Link'〉， %Write network A link cost in 
wnteCFile/ Cost = '), % f U e 
wnteCFi le,Alinkcost), 
nl(File), 
c7qIi nkcost(QIi nkcost), 
write(File/*** Total Network Q Link'), %Write network Q link cost in 
wnteCFile/ Cost = '), %fiie 
writeCFile,Qlinkcost), 
n U F U e ) , 
networkonewaycost(Netonewaycost), 
write(File,'*** Total Network Oneway'), %Write total network oneway 
u/rite(Fi e,' Cost = '), %cost in file 
wnte(Fi le,Netonewaycost), 
n U F U e ) , 
networkbothwaycost(Netbothwaycost), %Write total network bothway 
wnte(File,'*** Total Network Bothway'), %cost in file 
writeCFile,' Cost ='〉， 
wn"te(File,Netbothwaycost),�
nUFile).�
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* * 
*� Program� File ：� menu� *�
*� This�Module� Create�All� X Window Widgets * 
* * 
************************************嫩 
%Main Start by Calling menu, 
menu :-
* Naming Title, Buttons and Labels * 
**********************************嫩 
Title = 'NETPLAN - Menu Window', 
Titlel = 'NETPLAN - Draw Window', 
Buti = 'Prepare New� Network、�
But2 = 'Edit Existing Network', 
But3 = 'Start Calculation', 
But4 = 'Path Enquiry', 
But5 = 'Oneway Traffic Enquiry', 
But6 = 'Bothway Traffic Enquiry', 
But? = 'Node Traffic Enquiry', 
But8 = 'A Link Enquiry', 
But9 = 'Q Link Enquiry', 
But10 = 'Cost Enquiry', 
Butll = 'Program Exit', 
Ok = 
End = 'END', 
Nodel = 'Name of Nodel - Node2 
Node2 = ‘ Name of Node , 
I N F U e = ‘ Input Network Name 
OUTFile = M n p u t Result File Name , 
path = ‘ Input No. of Paths� :、�
Netl = ‘ New Network Name 
Net2 = 'Existing Network Name 
Comi = 'Add Node', • 
Com2 = 'Delete Node', 
Com3 = 'Modify Node', 
Com4 = 'Add Link,, 
Com5 = 'Delete Link', 
Com6 = 'Modify Link', 
Com7 = 'Add Traffic', 
Corns = 'Delete Traffic', 
Com9 = 'Modify Traffic', 
ComlO = 'GOS Standard', 
Comll = 'STP', 
Com12 = ' U n d o��
Comi3 = 'Clear', 
Comi4 = 'Redraw', 
Comi5 = 'Save', 
NodeName = ‘ Input Node Name 
NodeHU = 'Switching HW Cost 
！ = ' C7 HW Cost 
NodeSize Node S i z e : ' , 
QLinkCost = ' C7 Q Link Cost 
NodeLinkPath = ‘ Link Nodel - Node2 
Jlo严Link = ‘ Node Link Cost':', 
DeleteNode = 'Confirm To Delete Node, 
DeleteLink = 'Confirm To Delete Link'' 
DeleteTraffic = 'Confirm To Delete Traffic' 
GosStandard = 'Enter GOS Standard' , 
〒丁PC二t = 'Enter STP C7 Equipment Cost', 
InputTra = 'Enter Modes', , 
ManualTra = 'Manual Input', 
ProfileTra = 'Select Profile', 
Finish = 'Finish', 
Display = 'Display', 
Business = 'Business,, 
Residential = 'Residential', 
Linear = 'Linear 2 
RiseSt印 ='Rising Step', 
FallStep = 'Falling Step', 
Linear4 = 'Linear 4 P,, 
II 
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BPeak = 'Enter Business Peak Traffic,, 
RPeak = 'Enter Residential Peak', 
Rise_Hr_Value = 'Enter Rising Step Information', 
Fall_Hr_Value = 'Enter Falling Step Information', 
LinearHr = 'Enter Hr 1 & 24 Traffic', 
Linear4_1 = 'Enter 4 Point Information', 
SaveFile = ,Saving Network to File', 




/****************************** 嫩 嫩 ** 嫩•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••女 









* Get Character Set * 
proxtGetDefaultCharset(Charset), 
* Create Main Menu Push Button * 
*************嫩嫩嫩嫩*嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩*嫩嫩嫩*嫩嫩嫩嫩嫩* 





















： 厂 一 一 丄 
xtCreatelJanp，，y?=j(Com1,xmPushBu1:tonWidgetClass,Co_ancl1, 
CxmNwidth(120),xmNheight(26),xmNx(882),xmNy(33)] CI 
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*� Create� Input Widgets for But4 - But9 on all Enquiries * 
proxtStringToCharPtrCNodel,LabelInputi), 





































GCs' Pixmaps, Cursor and Draw Window for Graphical Interface * 
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XtCreateWi dget (11, xmLabelWi dgetC I ass, C o _ a n d 1 , 
[xmNwidth(140),xmNheight(25),xmNx(300),xmNy(360〉， 
xmNlabelString(HWStr)],NodeHWLabel), 












XtCreateWi dget (t3, xmTextWi dgetC I ass, C o _ a n d 1 , 
xtfv 如�t J ^ N w 工二�h(10。，x|nl;lljeight(25〉，x_x(190),xmNy(390)],Nodecnext), 
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xtCreateWidget(NodeLinkPath,xmPushButtonWidgetClass,Conmandl, 
CxmNw i dth(15 0),xmNhe i gh t(25),xmNx(5 0),xmNy(375)],ModifyNodesButton), 
* Create Input Widgets for Add/Delete/Modify Link in DrawSheLl * 
proxtStringToCharPtr(NodeLinkPath,LabelLinkPath), 








xmNlabelString(NodeLi nkSt�r〉],L i nkCost LabeI), 
XtCreateWidget(t1,xmTextWidgetCIass,Command1, 














* Create Input Widgets for Add/Delete/Modify Traffic in DrawShell * 




proxtStn'ngToCharPtrCHr 1 Traffic',Label4), 












xmSt r ingCreate(LabeIP3,Charset,LabelstringP3)‘ 
xmSt r i ngCreateCLabe IP4, Charset, Labe I st r i ngP4) 
XtCreateWi dget (I nputTra, xmPushButtonWidgetC I ass, Co_ancl1 xtrrp«t 二 二 I! 二？广（1??)'_，•？ht(25〉，xmNx(10),xmNy(350〉],InputTraButton), 
XtCreateWidget(InputT ra,xmPushButtonWi dgetCIass,Commandl 
ytrr。。t。》5 冗�Nw ^二 h(133,xmNheig[it(25),xmNx(10〉，xmNy(350〉l>odifyTraButton),�
xtCreateWidget(ManualTra,xmPushButtonWiclgetClass,Commandl 
xtCreateWidget(ProfiIeT ra,xmPushBut tonW i dgetCIass,Comnandl 
xtCreateWidget(Display,xmPushButtonWidgetClass,Commandl 
xt fv 的 （今二�he2ght(25〉，xmNx(150〉，xmNy(375〉]',TraDisplayButton〉， 
xtCreateWidgetCFinish,xmPushButtonWidgetClass,Command1 ‘ 






^ CxmNwidth(105) xmNheight(25),xmNx(U0),xmNy(350)] ,Traff icText) 
xtCreateWidget(l1,xmLabelWidgetClass,Commandl/ 
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[xmN w i dt h(54),xmNh e i gh t(24),xmNx(25 0),xmNy(375), 
xmNlabelString(Labelstn'ng2)],TraLabel2), 
xtCreateWi dget (11, xmLabe I Wi dgetC I ass, Cormiandl, 
[xmNwidth(60),xmNheight(24),xmNx(250),xmNy(400), 
xmNlabelStn"ng(Labelstn"ng3)],TraLabel3), 




























XtCreateWi dget (11, xmTextWi dgetC I ass, Cotrmandl, 
[xmNw i dth(65),xmNhe i gh t(25),xmNx(635),xmNy(350)],T raSText), 
XtCreateW i dget (11, xmTextWi dgetC I ass, Cormiandl, 






















ytrr 如 toii?!ll"I?l!;(65>xmNI^，ightp5),xmNx(375),xmNy(400)],Trainext), 
xtCreateWidget(t1,xmTextWidgetClass,Co_and1, 
x t r r 。 : ^ t 」 冗 二（6”'x;fl"?5ightf25),xmNx(440〉，xmNy(400)],Tra18Text〉， 


























[xmNw i dth(230),xmNhe i gh t(25),xmNx(400),xmNy(385)],RHrButton), 








XtCreateWi dget (11, xmTextW i dgetC I ass, Cormiandl, 
[xmNwidth(90),xmNheight(25),xmNx(570),xmNy(385)],LHrOText), 



























*� Create� Input Widgets for Save in DrawShell * 
xtCreateWidgetCSaveFiIe,xmPushBut t onW i dgetCIass,Command1 
xtCreateWidget(t1,xmTextWidgetClass,Commandl, 
[xmNwidth(100),xmNheight(25),xmNx(5l6),xmNy(375)],SaveText), 
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* Callback for All END and OK Buttons in Main Menu * 








iiL • CFieId1,DrawWindow,DrawingGC,TextGC,SaveText,GosText,STPText]). 
XtAddCa11back(END3,xmNact i vateCa Uback,endup 




























L “ “� Callback� for�Add/Delete/Modify�Node� in�DrawShell� *�
二 二 二 = 丄 * * * 嫩 * * 二 / XtAddCa�11�ba c k e d ,�xmNact�i�vateCa�U�back,�popupc�i r d e�
^JodeNameLabeI,NodeHWLabeI,NodeCZLabeI,NodeSizeLabeI 
NodeNameText,NodeHWText,NodeC/Text,NodeSizeText, , 
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QL�inkCostLabel,QL 丨 nkCostText,ENDCom!Button,OKComIButton]), 
xtAdclCallback(C2,xmNactivateCallback,popup, 
[DeleteNodeButton,DeleteNodeText]), 













XtAddCa I lback(Del eteNodeButton,x_act ivateCa 11 back, de I etenode, 
[DeleteNodeText,DrawWindow,D rawingGC,TextGC]), 
xtAddCallback(0KCom3Button,xmNactivateCallback,modifynode, 
[NodeHWText,NodeC7Text,QL i nkCostText,NodeSizeText, 
DrawWindow,DrawingGC,TextGC]), 
••料•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 















xtAddCaUback(0KCom6Button,xmNactivateCaUback,modi fyl ink, LinkCostText) 
XtAddCaUbackCDeIeteLinkButton,xmNactivateCa11back,deleteI ink, ‘ 
[DeleteL inkText,DrawWindow,Drawi ngGC,TextGC]),‘ 




















二 二 ] ' r 'Tra19Text,Tra20Text:Tra2lText:Tra22T 二;： 
xtAcldCallback(ManualOK,xmNactivateCaUback,getmanualtraffic�
Tra7Text,Tra8Text,Tra9Text,Tra10Text,Tra1lText,Tra12T“t, 
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,, , ( [ i x a i d i s ' u o i ; n a d i S ] 'dndod'>|3Bqi ieosaeAi^obnujx' l LD)>IOBqi iBnoDwix 
([ixaisoD'uonnasoD] 'dndod')|OBqnB3a^BAiioeNUJx'0L3)>|OBqi iBQppvix 
/ 等 料 ; ^ 科 科 科 科 科 糾 科 ” 朴 科 料 科 科 科 糾 料 科 科 科 科 科 科 糾 糾 科 科 科 
*� llSMSMBja� ui� dis�pue SOD� Joj. >|oeqnB3 ^ 
, , ,( [ i xa丄 SZe j丄丄丄 
IxaiLZBJi lxai0ZBJi'ixai6teji'ixaigLBJi'jx9i/LBJi'jxai9tBJi 
lxaiSLBJi'jxait7LBJi'ixai£LBJi'ixai2LBJi'ix9iLLBJi'ax9iOLBJi 
丄�6ej 丄，1X3 丄�gej 丄 丄 Zej 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 ， e j 丄 
‘ l x a i £ B J i ' ax9 i2BJ i ‘ i x a i L B J i ' a x a i o e j i ' u i m n o ‘ i x a i o i ^ ^ e j i ] 
'oi^^BjjA^ipoiu'>|OBqiiB3aieA.noBNiiJx'uonnaBjiA^ipow))|OBqiiB3ppvax 
, , ,([iixe丄去去ej丄 
uonnapugeji'uoajnaBJiaii^oJd'uoainaBJiienuew'uoiinaBJiX^ipow] 
'dnd0d')|0Bqi ie3ajBA.noBNiiix'63))|3Bqi iBQppvjx 
, '(IxaiDi^^^BJiajaisa 
,dndod,)|3eqi�leosne八i� leoppvi)^�
, ‘ ( [ u o i : i n g p u 3 e j 丄 ， u o i i i n g e j丄 入 去�ipoN�
丄 3-L 去 j e j 丄 ， u o i i n g e j 丄31【去 o j d ' u c m n a e j 丄 ienuew,uoi ingej 丄 j t i du i ] 
'dnpua '>|oeq 11 e:)3:ieA .i loeNuix'uoainapugBj 丄 ） > p e q�11�eoppvix�
(uimno'3i^^BjjXBidsip')|OBqiiB3aiBA.noBNUJx'uoainaABidsiaBJi))|OBqiie3ppvax 
‘ ( [ i x a m u n o d ‘ 丄 p j�I m ‘ 丄 p u o o s s ‘^xansj ij] 
'，je3u .11 ajd'^ loeq 11 eoaiBA .1 ioBNiux ,uoi:ina，je3ij 11 )>|:3eq 11 eoppvix 
'([lxai£2JHl'ixaiOJHi] 
jeau I i9jd'>|oeqi ieosaeAilOBNmx'uo^jnazJBau11)>peq] ]eoppvix 
(jxaidajs'dajsi iB^ajd')|OBqi iB39ieAiioeNUJx'uoiinaJHd))|oeqiie3ppvjx 
'(jxaidajs'da;sasijajd')|oeqiie3a;BAia3BNUJx'uoiinaJHa))|3BqiiB3ppvix 
(丄dais‘ojdsssu isnqajd'>peq11eoa^BA ii0BNiiJX'u0iina>|B3da)>|0Bq11Boppvjx 
‘(lX9ida:is'0Jd 1BIluapisajajd'>|oeqi!eoaiBAii0BNiiix'u0iina)|BSdy))|0Bq] ]eoppvjx 




'dnd0cl')|0Bq11eoa^BA i^obniux‘uoaingoJdEJeau i n)>|oeq] ]eoppv^x 」」， '([ixaidais'uojmaJHd] 
、[：P<3_Ld3is。o:ungjHii] 





' uoaana>|Bady 'uonna>|Bada 'uoa inaoJd<7JBau in 'uo i : ^naoJdZJBau i i 
'uoijnaoJdd3isilBd'uonnaojdda:iSasiy'uoiinaojdiBnuapis9y 
,uo 1 m a o J dssau-i sna' uo ：^�ingXe 1�dg-I� (je�J 丄 ' u o 1 ingi^g i u-I J g J Id] 






*� Program� File ：� mgraph� *�
*� This�Module� Contains�All� Routines� To�Support� X�Callbacks� *�
* . * 
********************************** 糾 jif•料 
*� Define� Traffic� Pattern� *�







*� Creating� GCs� and�Utility� *�





















xor(A, B, C ) : -
C is�(\( A )八� B)�\/� (A 八� \(B)).�
*� Drawing� the� Figures� *�
draw_figure(line, DrawWindow, GC, , XI, Y1 X2 Y2) •-
Iinkinfo(Nodel,Node2,Cost), _ , , • 
retractalU I inkinfo(_,_,_)), 
draw_line(DrawWindow7 Gc7 XI, Y1, X2, Y2) 
asserta(drawn-figure(line,Node1,Nocle2,Cosi,nU,info(X1,Y1,X2,Y2,nU〉））. 
draw_figure(circle, DrawWindow, GC, TextGC XI Y1 ) •-
nodei nfo(Node,NodeHWCost,NodeC7Cost,QLinkCost；size)� •�
retractalUnodeinfoC� , , , . ) )�
UX� is�XI� -�Size�//� 2： - - ' 
UY is Y1 - Size // 2, 
( < 0 ；� UX� > 880 - Size; UY < 0; UY > 350 - S i z e ) - > 
false 
；true),�
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text一extents(DrawWindow,Node,_,一,W,A,), 
CX is UX + (Size - W) // 2 + 2," 一 
CY is UY + (A + Size) " 2 - 2 , 





draw_h"ne(DrawWi ndow, GC, X1, Y1, X27Y2 ). 一 
refresh_figure(circle,DrawWindow,GC,TextGC,Mode,UX,UY,Size,CX,CY):-
f 11l_eUipse(DrawWinclow, GC, UX, UY, Size, Size), 
draw_string(DrawWindow,TextGC,CX,CY,Nocle). 
••料••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
*� Rubberbanding� the� Figures� *�
************************************••紗 
draw_rubberband(Iine, DrawWindow, GC, XI, Y1, X2, Y 2 ) : -
clraw_line(DrawWindow, GC, XI, Y1, X2, Y2). 
draw_rubberband(circle,_,-,-,�_,_,」•�
*� Mouse� Callbacks� in�Draw Window * 
**************************嫩嫩** 糾 * 嫩嫩•嫩嫩••••••••••••••••••••••• 
start一point(X, Y ) : -
asserta(selected_region(X, Y, X, Y)). 
end_point(DrawWindow, RubberBandGC, DrawingGC, TextGC, X, Y ) : -
selected_region(SX, SY, LX, LY), 
retractall(selected_region(_, 一 ， — ， ） ） ， 
draw_mode(Mode),� - - - -
draw_rubberband(Mode, DrawWindow, RubberBandGC, SX, SY, LX, LY) 
draw一figure(Mode, DrawWindow, DrawingGC, TextGC, SX, SY, x) Y〉/�
new一point(DrawWindow, RubberBandGC, BgGC, X, Y ) : -
selected-region(SX,SY,LX,LY), 
draw_mocle(Mode), 
( ( X < 0; X > 880; Y < 0; Y > 3 5 0 ) - > 
retract(selected_region(SX,SY,LX,LY)), 
draw一rubberbancKMode, DrawWindow, BgGC, SX, SY, LX, LY) 
false ‘ ‘ 
；true),�
draw一rubberbancKMode, DrawWindow, RubberBandGC, SX SY LX LY) 
draw_rubberband(Mode, DrawWindow, RubberBandGC SX SY' X , Y ) , 
flush, ‘ ‘‘ ‘ 
retract(selected_region(SX,SY,LX,LY)), 
asserta(selected_region(SX, SY, X, Y)). 
扑•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••紗••••••••••••扑•••••• 









concat_atom(["Welcome to Network Planner"],Welcome), 
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( , , %Check whether Z = 0 
Z = 0 -> 
%lf yes, draw nothing 
；nameCNX� NXStnng),� Otherwise,� draw� the�odd� hour�
roundup((X1� - Widthl / 4),0,X11), %information in the X-axis 
roundup((Y1 + 4 * Width2),0,Y11), 
)draw_string(Win,X11,Y11,NXString) 
draw_line(Win,X0,Y0,X1,Y0), %Draw horizontal line segment 
draw_ ine(W|n,X1,Y0,X1,Y1), %Draw small line scale 
xdraw(Win,Wiclth1,Width2,N1,X1,Y0). %Continue to draw the X-axis 
%Draw the Y-axis. 
ycjraw(_,_,_,0,_,_,_,_)• %Complete 
ydrawCWin,Widthl,Wiclth2,N,X0,Y0,Scale,S):-
U】！s�JJ�• 1' decrement interval counter 
C] 1® - %Calculate label X position 
Y1 IS YO - Widthl, %Calculate new Y position 
ifcfca^e + S, %Update the Y-axis value 
name(S1,S2), %Convert number to string 
roundup((XO *�0.15),。，X0。〉， %Calculate scale-X position 
roundup((Y1 + Widthl / 10),0,Y11),� 《Calculate scale-Y position 
draw_hne(Win,X0,Y0,X0,Y1), %Draw vertical line segment 
draw_hne(Win,X0,Y1,X1,Y1), %Draw small line scale 
draw_string(Win,X00,Y11,S2), %Draw Y-axis value 
ydraw(Win,Widthl,Width2,N1,X0,Y1,Scale,S1). %Continue to draw Y-axis 















draw_string(Win,X1,Y0,"Now Loading Network Configuration") 
draw_stn'ng(Win,X2,Y0," "), 
sync, 
load-f i lesdnNetFi le, [al l_dynamic(true)]), 
draw_string(Win,X3,Y0,"Finished."), 
draw_string(Win,X1,Y1,"Now Checking Network Connectivity") 










draw_string(Win,X1,Y3,"Now Calculating Junction Network") 




draw_string(Win,X1,Y4,"Now Calculating C7 Network") 




draw_string(Win,X1,Y5,"Now Calcualting Network Cost") 
draw_string(Win,X2,Y5," ••) 
sync, ‘ 
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networkcost, 
draw_string(Win,X3,Y5,"Finished."), 







%Draw Oneway Traffic Profile of link N1 - N2. 
drawoneway(0utWin,N1,N2,Tra,MaxTra,Ser,BH〉：-
gos(GOS),�
concat_atom(["Oneway Traffic From 
“To _i,N2],Msg1), 
concat_atom(["Maximum Traffic = ",MaxTra],Msg2〉， 
concat_atom(["Trunk Required = ",Ser, 
- “ a t ", GOS," G0S"],Msg4), 
concat一atom(["Route Busy Hour = ",BH],Msg3), 
drawway(OutWin,Tra,MaxTra,Msg1,Msg2,Msg3,Msg4). 
%Draw Bothway Traffic Profile of link N1 - N2. 
drawbothway(0utWin,N1,N2,Tra,MaxTra,Ser,BH):-
gos(GOS), 
concat_atom(["Bothway Traffic Between ",N1, 
“To ",N2],Msg1), 
concat_atom(["Maximum Traffic = ",MaxTra],Msg2), 
concat_atom(["Trunk Required = ",Ser, ‘ 
“ a t ",GOS," G0S"],Msg4), 
concat_atom(["Route Busy Hour = ",BH],Msg3), 
drawwayCOutWi n,T ra,MaxT ra,Msg1,Msg2,Msg3,Msg4)• 
%Draw Node Traffic Profile of Link N1 - N2. 
drawnode(0utWin,N1,Tra,BH,MaxTra)：-
concat_atom(["Node Traffic of ",N1],Msg1), 
concat_atom(["Maximum Traffic = ",MaxTra],Msg2), 
concat一atom(["Node Busy Hour = ",BH],Msg3), ‘ 
clrawway(0utWin,Tra,MaxTra,Msg1,Msg2,Msg3,nomsg4). 







Upperl/MaxTra >= 2 -> 
UpperLimit is Upper1 // 2 
；UpperLimit� is�Upper1�
)f 
Scale� is�UpperLimit� //� 5,�
get_w1ndow_attr�i�but es(OutW i n, 
」 [size(Width,Height)]), 
roundup((0.9 * Width〉，0,Xh),�
roundup((0.88 * Height),0,Yh), 
clraw_string(OutWin,Xh,Yh,"Hour"), 
roundup((0.05 * Width),0,Xt), 
roundup((0.2 * Height),0,Yt), 
text_extents(0utWin,Msg1,_,_,w1,,�, 
roundup(((Width - W 1 ) / 2 ) , 0 , X M s g 1 ) " 
roundup((0.05 * Height),0,YMsgl), 
XMsgll is XMsgl + W1, 
draw_string(0utWin,XMsg1,YMsg1,Msg1〉， 
draw_hne(OutWin,XMsgl ,YMsg1,XMsgl 1 ,YMsg1〉•�
roundup((0.18 * Width),0,XMsg3), 
roundup((O.U * Height),0,YMsg3〉， 
draw_string(OutW in,XMsg3,YMsg3,Msg3), 
roundup((0.55 * Width),0,XMsg2), 
draw_string(OutWin,XMsgZ,YMsg3,Msg2), 
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( 
Msg4 = nomsg4 -> 
true 
；roundup((0.28 * Width),0,XMsg4), 
roundup((0.2 * Height),0,YMsg4), 
draw_s t n" ng(OutW1n,XMsg4,YMsg4,Msg4) 
draw_string(OutWin,Xt,Yt,"Traffic in"), 
roundup((Yt * 1.2),0,Ytt), 
draw_string(OutWin,Xt,Ytt,"Erlang"), 
XO is Width " 1 0 , 
YO is Height - Width // 10, 
roundupC(0.032 * Width),0,Widthi), 
roundupCCO.OI * Width),0,Width2), 
roundupC(0.08 * Width),0,Width3), 
roundup((0.015 * Width),0,Wiclth4), 































draw_string(Win,XI,Y2,"Total Oneway Junction Cost"), 
draw_str i ng (W i n, X2, Y2, ••="), 
draw_string(Win,X3,Y2,Msg2), 
roundup((0.4*H),0,Y3), 








draw_string(Win,X1,Y5,"Total Network Q Link Cost") 
draw_string(Win,X2,Y5, ••=••), ‘ 
draw_string(Win,X3,Y5,Msg5), 
roundup((0.7*H),CI,Y6), 
draw_string(Win,Xl,Y6,"Total Network Oneway Cost") 
, draw_string(Win,X2,Y6, _•="), • 
draw_stn'ng(Win,X3,Y6,Msg6), 
roundup((0.8*H),0,Y7), 
draw_string(Win,X1,Y7,"Total Network Bothway Cost") 
draw_string(Win,X3,Y7,Msg7), 
sync. 
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concat一atom(["No. of A Link Between ",N1, 
“ a n d ",N2," = ",NoOfAlink],Msg) 




draW-S t r i ng(W i n,XMsg,YMsg,Msg〉， 
sync.�





concat一atom(["No. of Q Link Between STP and “ 
N1," = ",NoOfQlink], 
Msg), 
text_extents(Win,Msg,_,_,W1,_,_), 
roundup((W-W1 )/2,0,XMsg), _ _ 
roundup((0.4*H),0,YMsg), 
draw_stri ng(Wi n,XMsg,YMsg,Msg), 
sync. 
%Output Path Information Between Two Nodes. 
%This Part Display the Title Only. 
drawpath(Win,N1,N2):-
clear_window(Win), 
get_w i ndow_a 11 r i but es(Win,[size(W,H)]〉， 
concat_atom( ["Routing Path From • 





draw_s t r i ng(W1n,XMsg,YMsg,Msg), 
XMsgl is XMsg + WI, 










findalU [Cost, Path], 
route(N1,N2,Path,Cost,), 
AUPath), -
drawpath1(Win,AUPath,XI,X2,X3,YStart, Interval J ) 
sync. ‘‘ 









Nol is No + 1, , 
clrawpath1(Win,Tai I,XI,X2,X3,YY, Interval,Nol). 
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%Routine to Draw the Traffic Profile. 
displaytraffic(_,OutWin,_)：-
clear_winclow(OutWin), 一 profiTe(Node1,Node2,Tra), 





Upperl/MaxTra >= 2 -> 
UpperLimit is Upper1 " 2 
； U p p e r L i m i t� is� Upper1�
)f 
Scale� is� UpperLimit� //� 5,�
get_window一attributes(OutWin, 
. [sizeCWidth,Height)]), 
roundup((0.9 * Width),0,Xh), 
roundup((0.88 * Height),0,Yh), 
draw_stn"ng(OutWin,Xh,Yh,"Hour"), 
roundup((0.05 * Width),0,Xt), 
roundup((0.2 * Height),0,Yt), 
t e x t _ e x t e n t s ( 0 u t W i n , M s g 1 , _ , _ , w i , , ) , 
roundup(((Width - W1)/2),0,XMsg1) ~ 
roundup((0.15 * Height),0,YMsgl), 
XMsgll is XMsgl + W1, 
draw_string(0utWi'n,XMsg1, YMsgl ,Msg1), 
draw_lineCOutWin,XMsgl,YMsgl,XMsgl1,YMsgl), 
draW-Stn-ng(OutWin,Xt,Yt,"Traffic in"), 
roundup((Yt * 1.2),0,Ytt), 
draw 一 s t r i n g ( O u t W i n , X t , Y t t , " E r l a n g " 〉 ， 
XO� is Width II 10, 
YO is Height - Width " 1 0 , 
roundupC(0.032 * Width),0,Widthi), 
roundup((0.01 * Width),0,Width2〉， 
roundupC(0.08 * Width),0,Width3〉， 
roundupC(0.015� * Width),0,Width4), 
WidthY is 0.4 * Width / UpperLimit, xdrawCOutWin,Widthi,Width2,24,XO,YO), 
ydraw(OutWin,Widths,Width4,5,XO,YO,Scale,0) 
trafficdrawCOutWln,Tra,Widthi,WidthY,XO,YO). 
%Draw the traffic profile. 
trafficdraw(_,[_|[]] ) :- %Complete 
sync. ^ 
trafficdraw(Win,[P1,P2|T],WidX,WidY,XO,YO)：-
WidY�,�,Y”， & = 二 : — t � 
" I X l m - ' p Z * WidY),0,Y2), S T r c o ^ S ^ n a t r ^ ' ' " ' 。�
draw.h-ne(Win,X1,Y1,X2,Y2)； c i n n L % i n g 2 
trafficdraw(Win,[P2|T],WidX,WidY,X1,Y。〉. ^；；”^卡；:二二二二言[e 





o p e n ( F U e 2 , write, FileNet), ‘ 
saveconfigCFileNet), 
c l o s e ( F U e N e t ) , 
openCFileName,write,File), 
savenetworkCFile), 
c l o s e ( F U e ) , 
xtUnmanageChildren([SaveButton,SaveText]). 
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concat_atom( ["drawn_f igure(",A,"," B •_ " C “ ” D •• “ E ”” 
urit ,!：.•� •� F2,",">《/•,,〜，•〜）5/,]�:Line〉， 、� write(File,Line),�





c o n c a t _ a t o m ( [ " p r o f i l e ( " , A B “ “] Line) 
write(File,Line), ‘‘ ‘ 
wn"te(Fi le,C), 
writeCFile, 









n U F U e ) , 
findaU(Node,(drawn_figure(circle,Node, , , , )),AUNodes) 






















n U F l l e ) .�
save_hwcost_cause(File)：-
drawn_figure(ci rcIe,Node,HWCost. • ) 
' 一 ' 一 ' 一 z § 
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(drai^n—figure( I ine, Nodel, Node2, Li nkCost, , Info) • 
drawn—f丨gure(Iine,Node2,Nodel,LinkCost,"� info))�
concat_atom([LinkCost] ,CostStr), 
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popupmodifynode(_,[NodeNameText,B1,B2,B3.B4 T1 T2 T3 U ] 5 •-
xmTextGetSt r i ng (NodeNameText, St� r ) , , , , , , , 」 ' 」 •�
proxtCharPtrToStn'ng(Str,Node), 
retracta11(nodename(_)), ‘ 
assert (nodename( Node")), 
drawn figure(circle,Node,NodeHWCost,NodeC7Cost,QLinkCost,info( , , S i z e , , ) ) , 




































S t H ngtoreaI(NodeHW,NodeHWCost), 
xmTextGetStn"ng(NodeC7Text,Str3), 
proxtCharPtrToString(Str3,NodeC7), 





proxtCharPtrToStr i ng( St r5, NodeD i m)', 
stringtointeger(NodeDim,NodeSize), ？义•rxerirsCll^NzOtt^'infom.YI.Size.XZ'YZ)), 
CentreY is Y1 + Size // 2, 
NX1 is CentreX - NodeSize // 2, 
NY1 is CentreY - NodeSize // 2, 
ret racta 11 (clrawn_f i gure( ci rc I e. Node� )〉�
咖 订J;-，；；;”^。二:A 二 ！ 口 6';�'N;deC7Cost,QUnkCost, 
refreshCDrawWindow,DrawingGC,TextGC).‘ 
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(retract(drawn_f i g u r e ( I i n e , N o d e l , N o d e Z , ) • 
retract(clrawn_figure( I ine,Node2, Model,",","))), 
refresh(DrawWindow,DrawingGC,TextGC). 


















addCValue,�Traffic,�Traff�i d ) ,�
getindtraffic(Rest,�Traff�i d ) .�
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convertnocles(Hour_Magm' tude, HourStr,Magm' tudeStr) 
stringtoreal(HourStr,Hour), ‘ 
stringtoreaUMagni tudeStr,Magni tude), 
trafficfromto(Node1,Node2), 






Hour < Time -> 
add(0,RevProfile,RevProfilei) 
；add(MaxTra,RevProfile,RevProfile1)),�
Hourl� is�Hour + 1, 
















； a d d C M a x T r a , R e v P r o f 1 1 e , R e v P r o f i l e i ) ) ,�
Hourl� is�Hour + 1, 


















addCHrTra,RevProfile,RevProfilei), ‘ • 
HrTral is HrTra + Interval, ‘ 
Hourl is Hour - 1, 
Iinearl(HrTral,Interval,HouM,RevProfilei,RevPro). 
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(Hr1 = 1 , Hr4 = 2 4 ) - > 
linear4(Tra1,Hr2,Tra2,Hr3,Tra3,Tra4) 
； f a i l ) .�
linear4(HrOTra,TimeX,HrTimeXTra,TimeY,HrTimeYTra,Hr23Tra):-
TimeXI is TimeX - 1, 
Interval1 is (HrTimeXTra - HrOTra) / TimeXI , 
lmear1(HrOTra,IntervaU,Ti.meX1, 口 ,了 6 [ [ ^ ?「0 1〉,�
Time2� is TimeY - TimeX, 
Intervals is (HrTimeYTra - HrTimeXTra) / Time2, 
Iinearl(HrTimeXTra,Interval2,Time2,[],TempPro2), 
Time3 is 24 - TimeY, 
Intervals is (Hr23Tra - HrTimeYTra) / Time3, 
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cIea�r_w�i ndow(OutWin), ‘ 
profileCNodel,NodeZ,Tra), 





Upper1/MaxTra >= 2 -> 
UpperLimit is Upper1 // 2 




roundup((0.9 * Width),0,Xh), 
roundup((0.88 * Height),0,Yh), 
draw_string(OutWin,Xh,Yh,"Hour"), 
roundup((0.05 * Width),0,Xt), 
roundup((0.2 * Height),0,Yt〉， 
text_extents(0utWin,Msg1,_,-,W1), 
roundup(((Width - W1)/2),0,XMsg1),~ 
roundup((0.15 * Height),0,YMsgl), 
XMsgll i s XMsgl + W1, 
draw_s t r i ng(OutW i n,XMsg1,YMsg1,Msg1〉， 
draw_li ne(OutW i n,XMsg1,YMsg1,XMsg11,YMsg1), 
draw_string(OutWin,Xt,Yt,"Traffic in") 
roundup((Yt * 1.2),0,Ytt), ‘ 
draw_string(OutWin,Xt,Ytt ''Erlang"). • 
XO is Width II 10, . 
YO is Height - Width // 10, 
roundupC(0.032 * Width),0,Widthi), 
roundup((0.01 * Width),0,Width2), 
roundupC(0.08 * Width),0,Width3), 
roundup((0.015 * Width〉，0,Width4〉，� •�
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drawoneway(W i n,N1,N2,T ra,MaxTra,Server,BH). 
predrawbothway(-, [Field,Win],_) ••-










drawnodeCWi n,N1,T ra,BH,MaxTra). 








* Create and Modify Existing File Name * 
newnetwork(_,[FieId,DrawWindow,SaveText] ) •-
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concat_atom(["cp ",F," F,".BAK"],Command1), 
u m x ( s h e U (Co_and1)), 
concat_atom(["cp ",F,".net ",F,".net.BAK"],Command2), 
u m X (she U (Co_and2)). 
* 
exitmassage :- ‘ 
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APPENDIX 3 • DESIGN EXAMPLE RESULTS 







‘ drak/n_f igure( line,n6,n10,400,nil, info(599,172,775,210,nil)). 
drawn_figure(line,n6,n9,350,nU,info(590,159,652,54,nU〉）. 













drawn—figured ine,n1,n2,350,nil, info(77,167,195,168,hil)). 

















profile(n8,n9 , [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,38,38,38,38,38,38,38]). 
profile(n10,n9,COJ.73913,3.47826,5.21739,6.95652,8.69565,10.4348,12.1739,13.913J5.6522 17 39 
609,40.0]) . 
profile(n9,n10,[40,38.2609,36.5217,34.7826,33.0435,31.3043,29.5652,27.8261,26.087 24 3478 22 6 
profUe(n10,n8,[2.64,1.54,1.1,0.88,0.66,0.88,2.42,2.86,3.52,6.6,21.12,22.0,20 24 8 14 19 58 21 
• 3 4 , 2 2 . 0 , 2 0 . 6 8 , 1 4 . 9 6 , 9 . 0 2 , 6 . 1 6 , 5 . 2 8 , 4 . 6 2 , 4 . 1 8 ] ) . 么 u , ⑶ . 伪 1 、 1 9 . 5 8 , ” 





profile(n10,n7,[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16 16 16 16 16]) 
prof! Ie(n7,n10,[2.4,1.4,1.0,0.8,0.6,0.8,2.2,2.6,3.2,6.0 'l9.2 20 0 18 4 7 4 17 8 19 4 20 0 18 8 









p r o f i l e ( n 7 , n 6 , [ 3 . 7 5 , 2 . 2 5 , 1 . 2 5 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 7 5 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 , 1 . 5 , 4 . 0 , 1 1 . 7 5 , 1 8 . 5 , 2 1 . 2 5 , 2 0 . 0 , 1 4 . 5 , 2 1 . 5 , 2 4 . 0 25 
• 0,24.5,18.75,U.25,11.5,10.5,9.25,6.5]〉. 




profUe(n6,n10, n.2,0.7,0.5,0.4,0.3,0.4,1.1,1.3,1.6,3.0,9.6 10 0 9 2 3 7 8 9 9 7 10 09468 
4 .1 ,2 .8 ,2 .4 ,2 .1 ,1 .9 ] ) . ‘ , 
profile(n8,n5,[3.6,2.1,1.5,1.2,0.9,1.2,3.3,3.9,4.8,9.0,28.8 30 0 27 6 11 1 26 7 29 1 30 0 ?8 ? 
,20 .4 ,12 .3 ,8 .4 ,7 .2 ,6 .3 ,5 .7 ] ) . ' ' ' 
profUe(n5,n8,[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25])• 
prof! I e ( n 9 , n 5 , [ 1 j . 6 0 8 7 , 2 . 2 1 7 3 9 , 2 . 8 2 6 0 9 , 3 . 4 3 4 7 8 , 4 . 0 4 3 4 8 , 4 . 6 5 2 1 7 , 5 . 2 6 0 8 7 , 5 . 8 6 9 5 7 , 6 . 4 7 8 2 6 7.0869 
6,7.69565,8.30435,8.91304,9.52174,10.1304,10.7391,11.3478,11.9565,12.5652,13.1739 13.7826 14 3 
913,15.0]) . ‘ “ 
p r o f ! le(n5,n9, [20J9.3478J8.6957,18.0435J 7.3913,16.7391,16.087,15.4348,14.7826,14.1304 13 47 
83,12.8261,12.1739,11.5217,10.8696,10.2174,9.56522,8.91304,8.26087,7.6087,6.95652,6.30435,5.65 
217,5•0] )• 
profile(n6,n5,[2.25,1.35,0.75,0.6,0.45,0.3,0.3,0.9,2.4,7.05,11.1,12.75,12.0,8.7,12.9,14.4 15 0 
,14.7,11.25,8.55,6.9,6.3,5.55,3.9]〉. 
profUe(n5,n6,[3.0,1.75,1.25,1.0,0.75,1.0,2.75,3.25,4.0,7.5,24.0,25.0,23.0,9.25,22.25 24 25 25 
•0,23.5,17.0,10.25,7.0,6.0,5.25,4.75]) . , 
pro fUe(n6 ,n4 , [1 .2 ,0 .7 ,0 .5 ,0 .4 ,0 .3 ,0 .4 ,1 .1 ,1 .3 ,1 .6 3 0 9 6 10 0 9 2 3 7 8 9 9 7 10 n O A A f t A 
.1,2.8,2.4,2.1,1.9]). ‘ ,_u.u,y.�6.8,4 
^o^ilfC^^A n6,n.8,1.08,0.6,0.48,0.36,0.24,0.24,0.72,1.92,5.64,8.88,10.2,9.6,6.96,10.32,11.52 
12.0,11.76,9.0,6.84,5.52,5.04,4.44,3.12]) . 
=of:_ie(n10,n4,[20,19.3478,18.6957,18.0435,17.3913,16.7391,16.087,15.«48,14.7826,14.1304 13 4 
二 r ; ' ie。t ;n1='[22_21739,4.«478,5.65217,6.86957,8.08696,9.30435,10.5217,11.7391,12.9565,14.1 
7 8 2 6 ^ ^ 
profJ le(n8,n4, [3 .84,2.24,1.6,1.28, (L96J.28,3.52,4.16,5.12,9.6,30.72,32.0,29.44 11 84 28 48 31 
.04,32.0,30.08,21.76,13.12,8.96,7.68,6.72,6.08]). ' 
profile(n4,n8, [2.4,1.4,1.0,0.8,0.6,0.8,2.2 2 6 3 2 6 0 19 2 20 0 18 A 7 a 17 n io / 
13.6,8.2,5.6,4.8,4.2,3.8]). , •〜,•々 ，1 八8,19.4,20.0,18.8, 
=二[15,14.4348,13.8696,13.3043,12.7391,12.1739,11.6087,11.0435 10 4783 9 91304 9 34 
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prof Ue(n7,n3, [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16]〉. 




profUe(n3,n6, [3.0,1.8,1.0,0.8,0.6,0.4,0.4,1.2,3.2 9 4 14 8 17 0 16 0 11 6 17 2 19 2 20 0 19 6 
,15.0,11.4,9.2,8.4,7.4,5.2]). , ‘ 
prof ile(n8,n3,[4.5,2.7,1.5,1.2,0.9,0.6,0.6,1.8,4.8,14.1 22 2 25 5 24 0 17 4 25 8 28 8 30 0 29 
4,22.5,17.1,13.8,12.6,11.1,7.8]). , , , , 
profUe(n3,n8,[1.8,1.05,0.75,0.6,0.45,0.6,1.65,1.95,2.4 4.5 14 4 15 0 13 8 5 55 13 35 14 55 15 
•0,14.1,10.2,6.15,4.2,3.6,3.15,2.85]). ‘ , • , . , • , • , • , 
profUe(n4,n3,0,0,0,0,0,0,19,19,19,19,19,19,19,19,19,19,19,19,19,19,19 19 19]) 
profile(n3,n4,[2.4,1.4,1.0,0.8,0.6,0.8,2.2,2.6,3.2,6.0J9.2 20 o' 18 4 7 4 17 8 19 4 20 0 18 8 
13.6,8.2,5.6,4.8,4.2,3.8]). ‘ ‘ ‘ 
profile(n5,n3,[2.4,1.44,0.8,0.64,0.48,0.32,0.32,0.96,2.56,7.52,11.84,13.6,12.8,9.28,13.76,15.3 
6,16.0,15.68,12.0,9.12,7.36,6.72,5.92,4.16]). 
profile(n3,n5,[10,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0 10 0 1 
0.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0]). , profile(n8,n2,C20J 9.3478,18.6957J8.0435J 7.3913,16.7391,16.087J5.4348,U.7826J4.1304 13 47 
83,12.8261,12.1739,11.5217,10.8696,10.2174,9.56522,8.91304,8.26087,7.6087,6.95652,6.30435,5.65 
211 • 5 • Oj) • 
profile (n2,n8, [30,30,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ] ) . profUe(n10,n2,[2.4,1.44,0.8,0.64,0.48,0.32,0.32,0'.9'6,'2.W,7:5'2,11..84,13.6,12.8,9.2 �^ 15 
36,16.0,15.68,12.0,9.12,7.36,6.72,5.92,4.16]). , • 
profUe(n2,n10, [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,30,30,30]). 
p r o f i l e ( n 5 , n 2 , [2.52,1.47,1.05,0.84,0.63,0.84,2.31',2'.7^,'3.'36,'6.3',20.1.6,21.0,19.32,7.77,18.69 20 
•37,21.0,19.74,14.28,8.61,5.88,5.04,4.41,3.99])• ‘ 





prof i le(n1,n7, [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25]) 
rr=。4'n1'[5,5.43478,5.86957,6.30435,6.73913,7.17391,7.6087,8.04348,8.47826,8.91304 9 3478 
二 二 二 二 二”- , 3 . 3 6 , 9 . 8 7 , 1 5 乂 制 , 1 6 状 18,18_。6, 
profile(n1,n3,[20,18.5714,17.1429,15.7143,14.2857,12.8571,11.4286,10,9.0 80706055 81818 
profile(n1,n2,[25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]). 
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n:tw=rktraffic ( n 1 , n 2 , [25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,25,(),G,Q,Q,Q,() 0 0] [1 44 0 
92 
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. 6 8 , 1 1 . 6 4 , 1 2 . 0 , 1 1 . 2 8 , 8 . 1 6 , 4 . 9 2 , 3 . 3 6 , 2 . 8 8 , 2 . 5 2 , 2 . 2 8 ] , [ 5 , 5 . 4 3 4 7 8 , 5 . 8 6 9 5 7 , 6 . 3 0 4 3 5 , 6 . 7 3 9 1 3 , 7 . 1 7 3 9 1 
,7.6087,8.04348,8.47826,8.91304,9.34783,9.78261,10.2174,10.6522,11.087,11.5217,11.9565,12.3913 
,12.8261,13.2609,13.6957,14.1304,14.5652,15.0]〉. 








ne twork t ra f f i c (n2 ,n4 , [1 .8 ,1 .05 ,0 .75 ,0 .6 ,0 .45 ,0 .6 ,1 .65 ,1 .95 ,2 .4 .5 ,14 .4 ,15 .0 ,13 .8 ,5 .55 , 1 3 . 3 5 , 1 
4.55j5.0j4.1j0.2,6.15,4.2,3.6,3j5,2.85],[2.7j.62,0.9,0.72l0.54,0.36,0!36j!08j.88,8!46j 
3.32,15.3,14.4,10.44,15.48,17.28,18.0,17.64,13.5,10.26,8.28,7.56,6.66,4.68]). 
networktraffic(n2,n5, [5,8.0,11 .OiU.0,17.0,20.0,23.0,26.0,29.0,32,29.6667,27.3333,^.0,22.6667 
,20.3333,18,16.375,14.75,13.125,11.5,9.875,8.25,6.625,5], [2.52,1.47,1.05,0.84,0.63,0.84,2.31 2 
.73,3.36,6.3,20.16,21.0,19.32,7.77,18.69,20.37,21.0,19.74,14.28,8.61,5.88,5.04,4.41,3.99]). 
networktraffic(n2,n8,[30,30,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0],[20,19.3478 18 6957 1 
8.0435 J 7.3913,16.7391,16.087,15.4348,14.7826,14.1304,13.4783,12.8261 J2!i739,11.5217 10 8696 
10.2174,9.56522,8.91304,8.26087,7.6087,6.95652,6.30435,5.65217,5.0]). ‘ 
networktraffic(n2,n10, [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,30 30 30] [2 4 1 44 0 8 0 64 
0.48,0.32,0.32,0.96,2.56,7.52,11.84,13.6,12.8,9.28,13.76,15.“,'lL0,'15、8,。.0,i.1.2,k36,'6.'72: 
5•92,4•16]〉•�
networktraffic(n3,n4, [2.4,1.4,1.0,0.8,0.6,0.8,2.2,2.6,3.2,6.0,19.2,20.0 18 4 7 4 17 8 19 4 20 0,18.8,13.6,8.2,5.6,4.8,4.2,3.8],[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,19,19 19 19 19 19 19 19,19 lo lo'io'i^ IQ L ] 9,19]). ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' , 丨 y , _ y , i y , i y , 丨 
networktraffic(n3,n5,[10,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0 10 0 
,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0,10.0] , [2 .4,1.44,0.8,0.64,0.48,0.32,0.32,0.96,2.56 7 5 
2,11.84,13.6,12.8,9.28,13.76,15.36,16.0,15.68,12.0,9.12,7.36,6.72,5.92,4.16]). ‘ • 
networktraffic(n3,n6, [3.0,1.8,1.0,0.8,0.6,0.4,0.4,1.2 3.2 9 4 14 8 17 0 16 0 11 6 17 2 19 2 20 
•口6 15 0,11.、9.2,8.4,7.4,5.2],[15,15.0,15.0,15.0,15;,15^,15二，1'5^,1'5、，巧:0,1'5、，巧:0, 
15.0,15.0,15.0,15.0,15.0,15.0,15.0,15.0,15.0,15.0,15.0,15.0]) ‘ ‘ 
networktraffic(n3,n7,[4.2,2.45,1.75,1.4,1.05,1.4,3.85,4.55,5.6,10.5,33.6,35.0,32.2,12.95 31 15 
,16,16,16,16,16,16])• 
networktraffic(n3,n8,n.8,1.05,0.75,0.6,0.45,0.6,1.65 1 95 2 4 4 5 14 4 15 o 13 8 5 55 13 35 1 
n，广orktraffic(n4,n6,n.8,1.08,0.6,0.48,0.36,0.24,0.24,0.72,1.92,5.64,8.88,10.2,9.6,6.96 10 32 
network t ra f f ic(n4,n8, [2 .4 ,1 .4 ,1 .0 ,0 .8 ,0 .6 0 8 2 2 2 6 3 2 6 0 19 2 20 0 18 1 7 
9.44,11.84,28.48,31.04,32.0,30.08,21.76,13.12,8.96,7.68,6.72 6 08]) , 如 3 2 . 0 , 2 
=et;jorktraffic(n4,n9,[15,14.«48,13.8696,13.3043,12.7391,12/l739,11.6087,11.0«5 10 4783 9 913 
04 9.34783,8.78261,8.21739,7.65217,7.08696,6.52174,5.95652,5.3913,4.8260；,4.26^8^^ 
043,2.56522,2.0],[2.4,1.44,。.8,0.64,0.48,0.32,0.32,0.96二56,7.52:”. 
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5.36,16.0,15.68,12.0,9.12,7.36,6.72,5.92,4.16]). 
I f r"^=fnc(n4,n10,[2,3.21739,4.43478,5.65217,6.86957,8.08696,9.30435,10.5217,11.7391,12.95 
^ t I f ^ y '16.6Q87J7.8261,19.D435,2().26Q9,21.4783,22.6957,23.913,25.13Q4,26.3478,27.5 
f f 二尸 0 ' 1 9 . 3 4 7 8 , 1 8 . 6 9 5 7 , 1 8 . 0 4 3 5 , 1 7 . 3 9 1 3 , 1 6 . 7 3 9 1 , 1 6 . 0 8 7 , 1 5 . « 4 8 , 1 4 . 7 8 2 6 , 1 4 . 1 3 0 4 , 1 �.^ •ff^ c：。 ' 10.8696,10.2174,9.56522,8.91304,8.26087,八 6087,6.95652,6.30435, 3.65217,5.0])• 
r 二wo 二ktr:r=”6,[3.0,1.75,1.25,1.0,0.75,1.0,2.75,3.25,4.0,7.5,24.0,25.0,23.0,9.25,22.25,2 
i•；�n 。 / 5.25,4.75], [2.25,1.35,0.75,0.6,0.45,0.3,0.3,0.9,2.4,7.05,11. 
1,12.75,12.0,8.7,12.9,14.4,15.0,K.7,11.25,8.55,6.9,6.3,5.55,3.9]). 
= e t w o r k t r a f f i c ( n 5 , n 8 , [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 , 2 5 ] , [ 3 . 6 , 2 . 1 , 1 . 5 , 1 . 
2,0.9,1 2,3.3,3.9,4.8,9.0,28.8,30.0,27.6,11.1,26.7,29.1,30.0,28.2,20.4,12.3,8.4,7.2,6.3,5.7]). 
n e = o r = r a f ic(n5,n9, [20,19.3478,18.6957,18.0435,17.3913,16.7391,16.087,15.4348,14.7826,14.13。 
4 13.4783 J2.8261J2.1739J1.5217,10.8696,10.2174,9.56522,8.91304,8.26087,7.6087,6.95652,6.304 
35 5 65217,5.0], [1,1.6087,2.21739,2.82609,3.43478,4.04348,4.65217,5.26087,5.86957,6.47826,7.08 
6 = 7.69565,8.30«5,8.91304,9.52174,10.1304,10.7391,11.3478,11.9565,12.5652,13.1739,13.7826,14 
•3913,15•Oj)• 
n， t w o r k t r a f f i c ( n 6 , n 7 , n 5 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0 , 1 5 . 0�
18.5,21.25,20.0,14.5,21.5,24.0,25.0,24.5,18.75,14.25,11.5,10.5,9.25,6.5]). 
2,42,42,42,42,42,42,42,42,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]). 
n e t w o r k t r a f f i c ( n 6 , n 1 0 , [ 1 . 2 , 0 . 7 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 3 , 0 . 4 , 1 . 1 , 1 . 3 , 1 . 6 , 3 . 0 , 9 . 6 , 1 0 . 0 9 . 2 3 7 8 9 9 7 10 0 9 
4.44,10.68,11.64,12.0,11.28,8.16,4.92,3.36,2.88,2.52,2.28]). 二 wrrirnC(，n8,n.44,0.84,0.6,0.48,0.36,0.48,1.32J.56,1.92,3.6,11.52,12.0,11.04,4.44,10 
.68,11.64,12.0,11.28,8.16,4.92,3.36,2.88,2.52,2.28],[10,10.3478,10.6957,11.0435,11.3913 11 739 
1 J 2 . 0 8 7 J 2 . 4 3 4 8 J 2.7826,13.1304,13.4783 J3.8261J4.1739 J4.5217,14.8696,15.2174,15.5652 15 91 
3,16.2609,16.6087,16.9565,17.3043,17.6522,18.0] )• , • 
二二 [20'20'20,20,20,20,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0],[4.2,2.52,1.4,1.1 
I I I•fOg lU.oo,f.Zoi ). 
networktraffic(n7,n10,[2.4,1.4,1.0,0.8,0.6,0.8,2.2,2.6 3 2 6 0 19 2 20 0 1R A 7 i7 « io / on 
.0,18.8,13.6,8.2,5.6,4.8,4.2,3.8], [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 ^6 16 16"l6 16 16 lA I T I A IA 16,16]). , ,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16, 
[7'7-34783,7.69565,8.0«48,8.3913,8.73913,9.08696,9.43478,9.78261 10 130 
21.34,22.0,20.68,14.96,9.02,6.16,5.28,4.62,4.18]). , ‘ ‘ 
n e t w o r k t r a f f T c ( n 9 , n 1 0 , [ 4 0 , 3 8 . 2 6 0 9 , 3 6 . 5 2 1 7 , 3 4 . 7 8 2 6 , 3 3 . 0 4 3 5 , 3 1 . 3 0 4 3 , 2 9 . 5 6 5 2 2 7 8 2 6 1 2 6 0 8 7 ？A 
=2= 1 73913,-1.0214e-14],[0,1.73913,3.47826,5.21739,6.95652,8.69565,10.43;8,12 17^9 1 3 I 1 3 M 
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Appendix 3.3 - Network Design Result with No. of Paths = 1 
From n1 To n2 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1400 Path = [n1 n2] 
From n2 To n1 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1400 Path = [n2 n1] 
From n1 To n3 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1470 Path = [n1 n3] 
.0,5.81818,6.63636,7.45455,8.27273,9.0卯91,9•卯909,10.7273,11.5455,12.3636,13.1818,14.0] 
From n3 To n1 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1470 Path = [n3 n1] 
From n1 To n4 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1370 Path = [n1 n4] 
From n4 To n1 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1370 Path = [n4 n1] 
V l l V a Z 7 7 8 2 6 1 ； 恐 ; 5 念。6.73913,7.17391,7.6087,8.04348,8.47826,8.91304, 
From n1 To n7 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 3090 Path = [n1,n3,n7] 
From n7 To n1 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 3090 Path = [n7,n3,n1] 
From n1 To n9 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 3140 Path = [n1,n4,n9] 
From n9 To n1 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 3140 Path = [n9 n4 n1] 
From n2 To n3 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1490 Path = [n2 n3] 
From n3 To n2 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1490 Path = [n3 n2] 
From n2 To n4 Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1470 Path : [n2,n4] T affic Profile = [1.8,1.05,0.75,0.6 0 45* 0 i i�oi：� o�/�/�c� i/� / « « 5,15.0,14.1,10.2,6.15,4.2,3.6,3.15,2 85.] ' ' ' ' .S'l^j'IS.0,13.8,5.55,13.35,14.5 4 2 = [n4 2r  r f i e [ 2 . 7 J . 6 2 , . 9 , 0 . 7 2 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 3 6 , 0 . 3 6 , 1 . 0 8 , 2 . 8 8 , 8 . 4 6 , 1 3 . 3 2 J 5 . 3 J 4 . 4 J 0 . 4 4 J 5 . 4 8
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,17.28,18.0,17.64,13.5,10.26,8.28,7.56,6.66,4.68] 
From n2 To n5 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1580 Path = [n2 n5] 
广 ， 2 0 . 3 3 3 3 , 1 8 . 0 , 1 6 . 3 7 5 , U _ 7 5 , 1 3 . 1 2 5 , 1 1 . 5 , 9 . 8 7 5 , 8 . 2 5 , 6 . 6 2 5 , 5 . 0 ] 
From n5 To n2 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1580 Path = [n5 n2] 
From n2 To n8 
！®®J P^th No 1 : Cost = 3160 Path = [n2,n3,n8] 
！S!5!m!^O7O ofoVo 
From n8 To n2 • 
S e s ^ p t h No 1 : Cost = 3160 Path = [n8,n3,n2] 
Yl 4i/ lO le = [ 2 Y g 1。3 # I h 1 $ 二� 1，0i317.3913,16.7391,16.087,15.4348,14.7826,14.1304 
0 ] ' ' ,10.2174,9.56522,8.91304,8.26087,7.6087,6.9565l6.3043 
From n2 To nIO 
？ e s ^ p t t� No-� 1�:�Cost = 4530 Path = [n2,n3,n8,n10] 
From nIO To n2 
”s h， t = No 1 : Cost = 4530 Path = Cn10,n8,n3,n2] 
From n3 To n4 
Best Path No. 1 ：�Cost = 2840 Path = [n3,n1,n4] 
From n4 To n3 
^ e s ^ p t h No 1 : Cost = 2840 Path = [n4,n1,n3] 
From n3 To n5 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1570 Path = [n3,n5] 
From n5 To n3 
Best Path No. 1 ：�Cost = 1 5 7 0 Path = [n5,n3] 
From 门3�To� n6�
Best� Path� No.�1 ：�Cost = 3070 Path = [n3,n7 n6] 
From n6 To n3 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 3070 Path = [n6 n7 n3] 
From n3 To n7 Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1620 Path = [n3 n7] 7 3  7 3Traffic Profile = [0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0 0'0 0 0 16 0 n n� li：�n -之�a� ,, « .0,16.0,16.0,16.0,16.0,16 16.0,16. ] ' ' .O'lS-0,16.0,16.0,16.0,16.0,16 
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From n3 To n8 
！®®J No- 1 ：� Cost = 1670 Path = [n3,n8] 
From n8 To n3 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1670 Path = [n8 n3] 
From n4 To n5 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1570 Path = [n4 n5] 
From n5 To n4 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1570 Path = [n5 n4] 
From n4 To n6 
？ N o� 1� :�Cost = 3120 Path = [n4,n5,n6] 
From n6 To n4 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 3120 Path = [n6,n5,n4] 
From n4 To n8 
， s f� p t。N o� 1�:�Cost = 4510 Path = [n4,n1 ,n3,n8] 
From n8 To n4 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 4510 Path = [n8,n3,n1,n4] 
From n4 To n9 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1770 Path = [n4,n9] 
T^a;!'?。Prof丄I二 =[:;』，U.4348,13.8696,13.3043,12.7391,12.1739,11.6087,11.0435 10 4783 9 9130 
From n9 To n4 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1770 Path = [n9 n4] 
From n4 To nIO 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 3240 Path = [n4,n9,n10] 
From nIO To n4 Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 3240 Path = [nIO n9 n4] 5 To n6 155 5 n6]From n6 5 Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 0 Path : [n6 5  CUHK/ffiN/MSC/TSC 
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From n5 To n8 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 3240 Path = [n5 n3 n8] 
^^^^tVn to^T'le = CO.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 25 0 2 •0,25.0,25.0,25.0,25.0,25.0] , U,u.u,u.u,u.u,u.u,u.u,u.u,u.u,u.u,u.u,25.0,25.0,2 
From n8 To n5 
！®®！�P^th� No� 1� :�Cost = 3240 Path = [n8,n3,n5] 
From n5 To n9 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1570 Path = [n5 n9] 
217',5 0] ' ' 8696,10.2174,9.56522,8.91304,8.26087,7.6087,6.95652,6.30435 
From n9 To n5 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1570 Path = [n9 n5] 
0] ‘ ‘ 174,10.1304,10.7391,11.3478,11.9565,12.5652,13.173^>,13.782么. 
From�n6� To� n7�
Best� Path� No.� 1 ：� Cost = 1450 Path = [n6 n7] 
From n7 To n6 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1450 Path = [n7,n6] 
From n6 To n9 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1400 Path = [n6 n9] 
From n9 To n6 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1400 Path = [n9 n6] 
From n6 To nIO 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1470 Path = [n6,n10] 
From nIO To n6 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1470 Path = [n10,n6] 
From n7 To n8 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1400 Path = [n7 n8] 
From n8 To n7 
Best Path No. 1 ：� Cost = 1400 Path = [n8 n7] 茅丨1紹〗:設丨〗：纟〗妓：溫：丨〗：認：丨丨：日〗丨彳二〖:丨〗:〗歡;〗：溫：丨》:溫 From� n7�To n9 Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 2850 Path = [n7 n6 n9] n9 To 7 ； 9 7CUHK/IEN/MSC/TSC 
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From n7 To nIO 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1520 Path = [n7 nIO] 
From nIO To n7 
Best Path No. 1 ：�Cost = 1520 Path = [nIO n7] 
From n8 To n9 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 2840 Path = [n8 nIO n9] 
From n9 To n8 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 2840 Path = [n9,n10 n8] 
From n8 To nIO 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1370 Path = [n8,n10] 
？i?6522',15 0] ' 1 ' 8696,12.2174,12.5652,12.913,13.2609,13.6087,13.9565:U.3043: 
From nlO To n8 
Best Path No. 1 ：�Cost = 1370 Path = [nIO n8] 
From n9 To nIO 
Best Path No. 1 : Cost = 1470 Path = [n9,n10] 
From nIO To n9 
Best Path No. 1 ：�Cost = 1470 Path = [nIO n9] 
Oneway Route From n9 To nIO 
I B S ' — 
Maximum Traffic = 74.0 
Route Busy Hour = 1 
Junction Circuit Required = 90 
Oneway Route From nIO To n9 
Maximum Traffic = 8 3 . 0 
Route Busy Hour = 24 
Junction Circuit Required = 99 
Oneway Route From n8 To nIO 
g g , 驗 丨 鄉 3 丨 � 丨 3 7 : 二 ： 丨 二 ： 丨 � 丨 丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Maximum� Traffic = 83.0 
Route Busy Hour = 24 
Junction Circuit Required = 99 
Oneway Route From nIO To n8 
S i i � 甚丨 f l K ^ i F 孟 巧 ^ • 劳 劳 益 乂 合 文 总 3.82,6.Q8,14_12,32_96,35.6,33.。4,17�
Route�Busy� Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 51 
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Oneway Route From n7 To nIO 
^ ^ j t V l f a p e r ? 1.4,1.0'O.S'O.S'0.8,2.2,2.6,3.2,6.0,19.2,20.0,18.4,7.4,17.8,19.4,20.0,1 
.o, 13.6,a.5.6,4.8,4.2,3.8] 
Maximum Traffic = 20.0 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 30 
Oneway Route From nIO To n7 
Maximum Traffic = 16.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 8 
Junction Circuit Required = 25 
Oneway Route From n7 To n8 
Maximum Traffic = 12.0 ' • ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 1 2 
Junction Circuit Required = 20 
Oneway Route From n8 To n7 
0] ' ' 8696,15.2174,15.5652,15.913,16.2609J6.6087,16.9565:17.3043 
Maximum Traffic = 18.0 
Route Busy Hour = 24 
Junction Circuit Required = 28 
Oneway Route From n6 To nIO 
二 1^8卩,1.\6；2门.1=,1门9.]2'0.7'0.5'0.4,0.3,0.4,1.1,1.3,1.6,3.0,9.6,10.0,9.2,3.7,8.9,9.7,10.0,9.4,6 
Maximum Traffic ='l6.0 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 1 8 
Oneway Route From nIO To n6 
Maximum Traffic = 12.0 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 20 
Oneway Route From n6 To n9 
Maximum Traffic = 3 5 . 0 
Route Busy Hour = 13 
Junction Circuit Required = 47 
Oneway Route From n9 To n6 
Maximum Traffic = 6 5 . 8 ' " 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 81 
Oneway Route From n6 To n7 . 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 73 
Oneway Route From n7 To n6 
Maximum Traffic = 45.0 ‘ ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 58 
Oneway Route From n5 To n9 
Traffic Pattern - C20.0J9.3478,18.6957J8 .0435J7 .3913J 6.7391,16.087,15.4348,14.7826,14.1304 
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^ffy'ilgZ/of 61,12.1739,11.5217,10.8696,10.2174,9.56522,8.91304,8.26087,7.6087,6.95652,6.30435 
Maximum Traffic = 2 0 . 0 
Route Busy Hour = 1 
Junction Circuit Required = 30 
Oneway Route From n9 To n5 
；14 
Maximum� Traffic = 15.0 
Route Busy Hour = 24 
Junction Circuit Required = 24 
Oneway Route From n5 To n6 
Maximum Traffic = 37.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junct ion C i r c u i t Required = 49 
Oneway Route From n6 To n5 
Maximum Traffic = 25.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 1 7 
Junction Circuit Required = 36 
Oneway Route From n4 To n9 
Ir^itl^ = [19_4,19.0922,19.1044,19.5965,20.0887,20.5809 21 233 22 5252 24 7774 30 389S 
Maximum Traffic = 43.767 
Route Busy Hour = 18 
Junction Circuit Required = 57 
Oneway Route From n9 To n4 
？ 1 1 16] ' ' ' 7.3552,36.1208,33.9264,28.372,23.6176。9.9832,17.4688 
Maximum Traffic = 38.3011 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 51 
Oneway Route From n4 To n5 
Maximum Traffic = 39.8 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 1 
Junction Circuit Required = 53 
Oneway Route From n5 To n4 
Maximum Traffic = 42.1 
Route Busy Hour = 20 
Junction Circuit Required = 55 
Oneway Route From n3 To n8 
Maximum Traffic = 63.4 ‘‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 22 
Junction Circuit Required = 78 
Oneway Route From n8 To n3 
Maximum Traffic = 117.565 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 136 
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Oneway Route From n3 To n7 
r^ r工S nPaJPiTA^ r 二 2 , 4 . 2 5 2 7 5 , 2 - 2 , 1 . 6 5 , 1 . 8 人 . • . 
8.15,80.0,77.5,63.8,50.75,44.0,41.8,39.75,36.85] 
Maximum Traffic = 8 0 . 0 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 96 
Oneway Route From n7 To n3 
Maximum Traffic = 43.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 8 
Junction Circuit Required = 56 
Oneway Route From n3 To n5 
Maximum Traffic = 40.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 53 
Oneway Route From n5 To n3 
Maximum Traffic = 41.0 ‘‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 54 
Oneway Route From n2 To n5 
Maximum Traffic = 32.0 
Route Busy Hour = 10 
Junction Circuit Required = 44 
Oneway Route From n5 To n2 
Maximum Traffic = 21.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 31 
Oneway Route From n2 To n3 
Maximum Traffic = 60.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 22 
Junction Circuit Required = 75 
Oneway Route From n3 To n2 
Maximum Traffic = 55.3183 
Route Busy Hour = 11 
Junction Circuit Required = 70 
Oneway Route From n2 To n4 
Maximum Traffic = 15.0 
Route Busy Hour = 1 2 , 
Junction Circuit Required = 24 
Oneway Route From n4 To n2 
Maximum Traffic = 18.0 ‘ • ' •‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 1 7 . 
Junction Circuit Required = 28 ‘ 
Oneway Route From n1 To n4 
Traffic Pattern - nO.08,5.92,4.0,3.2,2.4,2.88,7.36,9.28,12.8,26.72,73.28,77.6,71.68,32.96,70. 
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2,77.44,80.0 75.84,55.52,35.36,25.28,22.08,19.36,16.32] 
Maximum Traffic = 80.0 •‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 96 
Oneway Route From n4 To n1 
l5》874',39 8] ' ' .6995,61.5121,59.5246,53.5372, i7 .3498, “ .9624, i2 .3748: 
Maximum Traffic = 61.6995 
Route Busy Hour = 16 
Junction Circuit Required = 77 
Oneway Route From n1 To n3 
Jrgfic rttern = 
2;$(二|；1»^,;??二.》】6“1”545,72.2727,71.8卯9,67.5。91,62.9273,61.1455,61.163'6,61/3818,61.8] 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 88 
Oneway Route From n3 To n1 
42,76.34 82.6,73.0,69.46,51.11,33.29,24.22,21.3,18.69,15.34] 
Maximum Traffic = 82.6 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 16 
Junction Circuit Required = 99 
Oneway Route From n1 To n2 
Maximum Traffic = 25.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 1 
Junction Circuit Required = 36 
Oneway Route From n2 To n1 
Maximum Traffic = 12.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 20 
Bothway Route From n9 To nIO 
Maximum Traffic = 113.0 
Route Busy Hour = 24 
Junction Circuit Required = 131 
Bothway Route From n8 To nIO 
Maximum Traffic = 94.3043 
Route Busy Hour = 22 
Junction Circuit Required = 1 1 1 
Bothway Route From n7 To nIO 
Maximum Traffic = 36.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 48 
Bothway Route From n7 To n8 
S H I S ' - -
Maximum Traffic = 27.5652 
Route Busy Hour = 1 7 
Junction Circuit Required = 39 
Bothway Route From n6 To nIO 
CUHK/IEN/MSC/TSC 
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21.34,22.0,20.68,14.96,9.02,6.16,5.28,4.62,4.18] 
Maximum Traffic = 22.0 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 32 
Bothway Route From n6 To n9 
T ^ r g c Pattern = [。66-2,64�52�63�4�63 12,62.84,62.56,42.56,43.68,46.48,55.16,62.72,65.8,57.4,5 
•24,59.08,61.88,63.0,62_44,56.0,50.96,47.88,46.76,45.36,42.28] ‘ 
Maximum Traffic = 66.2 
Route Busy Hour = 1 
Junction Circuit Required = 81 
Bothway Route From n6 To n7 
72.34,92.78 p o . 0 8 103.0,101.54,84.75,71.61,63.58,60.66,57.01,48.98] , , , , 
Maximum Traffic = 103.0 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 1 2 1 
Bothway Route From n5 To n9 
20 0] ' ' '20.3043,20.2608,20.2174,20.1739,20.130i,20.08 
Maximum Traffic = 21.0 
Route Busy Hour = 1 
Junction Circuit Required = 31 
Bothway Route From n5 To n6 
Maximum Traffic = 62.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 77 
Bothway Route From n4 To n9 
Pattern = [42.8,42.38,42.6001,43.78,44.96,46.14,47.6401,49.295 52 87 63 1649 72 18 7A 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 96 
Bothway Route From n4 To n5 
Maximum Traffic = 48.94 ‘“ 
Route Busy Hour = 20 
Junction Circuit Required = 63 
Bothway Route From n3 To n8 
Maximum Traffic = 177.565 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 198 
Bothway Route From n3 To n7 
溫 總 織 溫 严 . S - a , . , , ” " , 1 2 � . � , 116.2,92 
Route Busy Hour = 16 
Junction Circuit Required = 140 • 
Bothway Route From n3 To n5 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 97 
Bothway Route From n2 To n5 
Traffic Pattern = [7.52,9.47,12.05,14.84,17.63,20.84,25.31,28.73,32.36,38.3,49.8267,48.3333,44 
CUHK/IEN/MSC/TSC ' App. 2 - 16 
— Appendix 3 
Route Busy Hour = 1 1 
Junction Circuit Required = 64 
Bothway Route From n2 To n3 
55^3183� Psft///；、;厂監念巧‘工4957,48.6835,47.8713,47.0591,46.407,46.3948,47.3426,51.6504 
5&2',69 16] ' 1 7 , 5 4 . 6 2 9 6 , 5 5 . 5 m , 5 5 . 5 6 5 2 , 5 4 . 5 9 3 , 5 0 . 2 6 0 9 , 4 6 . 7 2 8 7 > . 3 1 6 5 , 7 3 . 0 2 4 3 
Maximum Traffic = 82.4 
Route Busy Hour = 1 
Junction Circuit Required = 99 
Bothway Route From n2 To n4 
Maximum Traffic = 33.0 ‘“‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 45 
Bothway Route From n1 To n4 
Maximum Traffic = 141.512 
Route Busy Hour = 17 
Junction Circuit Required = 161 
Bothway Route From n1 To n3 
Maximum Traffic = 153.455 
Route Busy Hour = 16 
Junction Circuit Required = 173 
Bothway Route From n1 To n2 
Maximum Traffic = 37.0 ‘ 
Route Busy Hour = 12 
Junction Circuit Required = 49 
為SE^丨盟:【恐滥溫：為袋【s:【滥?微?： 
Maximum� Node� Traffic = 329.234 
Maximum Node Traffic = 172.059 
Maximum Node Traffic = 570.403 
,175.939,166.76,153.99] ^ 1 7 7 , 2 7 1 . 6 8 7 , 2 7 6 . 0 6 8 , 2 6 5 . 9 5 8 , 2 1 7 . 6 6 8 , 2 1 0 . 1 8 9 , 1 8 5 . 4 2 9 
Maximum Node Traffic = 276.068 
147.477,140.178,130.54] ( u .〕」，1 9 4 . 2 6 8 , 2 2 2 . 6 7 9 , 2 1 4 . 1 5 1 , 1 7 4 . 8 7 2 , 1 7 5 . 3 8 4 , 1 5 5 . 1 8 5 , 
Maximum Node Traffic = 222.679 
Node Traffic of n6 = [138.04 127 Si 171 ok 110 / 117 cc … 
Maximum Node Traffic = 250.6 '之如改4.02,199.76,161.33,139.84,132.44,124.33,109.11] 
Node Traffic of n7 : n08.99J00.408,95.6957,94.4435,93.1913,93.2791,78.317,140.725,152.383,19 
CUHK/IEN/MSC/TSC ' App. 2 - 17 
Appendix 3 
Maximum Node Traffic = 283.487 
k fi',211 ' ' 7•519,224•242,255•696,284,639,236.363,189•876,166.05^ 2 
Maximum Node Traffic = 284.639 
6°ol 223^Vl7 2 3 o " 6 U 琵 。 Y 5 。 念 t ' 2 g . 4 6 5 , 2 2 4 . 8 8 7 , 2 2 6 . 3 。 9 , 2 。 8 . 3 3 1 , 1 7 9 . 6 2 7 , 1 8 6 . 5 2 4 , 2 0 
9/222 6] , 0 • , 04,233.卯3,270.003,255.502,244.002,236.70、2 
Maximum Node'Traffic = 270.003 
Maximum Node Traffic = 252.362 
No. of A Link Between n9 and nIO = 2 
No. of A Link Between n6 and n7 = 2 
No. of A Link Between n3 and n8 = 2 
No. of A Link Between n3 and n7 = 2 
No. of A Link Between n1 and n4 = 2 
No. of A Link Between n1 and n3 = 2 
No. of Q Link Between STP and n1 = 2 
No. of Q Link Between STP and n2 = 2 
No. of Q Link Between STP and n3 = 3 
No. of Q Link Between STP and n4 = 2 
No. of Q Link Between STP and n5 = 3 
No. of Q Link Between STP and n6 = 2 
No. of Q Link Between STP and n7 = 2 
No. of Q Link Between STP and n8 = 2 
No. of Q Link Between STP and n9 = 2 
No. of Q Link Between STP and nIO = 2 
*** Total Oneway Junction Cost = 3409290 
*** Total Bothway Junction Cost = 2812950 
*** Total Network A Link Cost = 8080 
*** Total Network Q Link Cost = 14310 
*** Total Network Oneway Cost = 3431680 
*** Total Network Bothway Cost = 2835340 
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